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G The BG News
Bowling Green, Ohio

Thursday, November 19, 1992

Weather

Mr. Clinton goes to Washington
by Terence Hunt
The Associated Press

Repeat performance:
Today, cloudy. A slight
chance of rain. High 40 to
45. East winds 10 mph or
less. Chance of rain is 30
percent. Tonight, cloudy
with a chance of rain. Low in
the upper 30s. Chance of
precipitation is 40 percent.
Friday, rain likely. High
near SO. Chance of rain is 60
percent.

Inside The News
Canadian brothers become our sisters:
Bowling Green and St.
Thomas, Ontario officials
christened a new sister-city
agreement between the two
cities with an exchange of
municipal friendship resolutions during a visit by Canadian city administrators
Wednesday morning.
j See page six.

Volume 75, Issue 61

WASHINGTON - President-elect Clinton swept
triumphantly into the capital Wednesday for a "terrific"
meeting with President Bush that ran 45 minutes over
schedule and touched on more than a dozen potential
trouble spots the Democrat could inherit
Clinton said he and Bush discussed such global tinderboxes as Russia, Bosnia and Somalia. "He was very
candid," the president-elect said. "He gave me a lot of
insights. The American people should be pleased.
"It was a terrific meeting."
The White House visit was the first stop on a two-day
whirlwind of high-powered meetings and social engagements with the lions of the Washington establishment. Clinton's visit was intended to pave the way
for a smooth transition and signal the new president's
readiness to deal with Washington insiders.
Clinton went directly from the White House to
Northwest Washington for a walking tour of one of the
city's black business districts.
Thousands of well-wishers strained against police
lines for a glimpse as Clinton ducked into stores near
the Georgia Avenue intersection.
There have been eight homicides in the last year
within a mile of the neighborhood Clinton visited.

Clinton said he talked with Bush about Russia, Bosnia
and the Middle East.
"It was helpful insight," Clinton said. "It was a great
meeting."
To one shop owner, Clinton talked about the need for
banks to make more credit available. "It's the quickest
way to generate more jobs in America," he said.
"We've got some plans and we're going to put them in
and I think Congress will go along," Clinton said.
Clinton will go to Capitol Hill on Thursday for meetings with Senate and House leaders.
Washington lawyer and transition chief Vernon Jordan was the host for a dinner party Wednesday night.
Clinton also was attending a fund-raising reception for
the Children's Defense Fund, the advocacy group his
wife once led. Pamela Harriman, Washington hostess
and Democratic fundraiser, invited the Clintons to her
Georgetown mansion Thursday evening.
Clinton and his wife, Hillary, flew into town on a chartered plane, its cost subsidized by the dozens of reporters who accompanied them. The Clintons were staying
in the presidential suite of the luxury Hay-Adams Hotel,
with a commanding view of Lafayette Park and the
White House.
Mrs. Clinton planned to visit the White House on
Thursday for a tour of the private living quarters by
Barbara Bush
As Clinton's limousine arrived at the White House,

Bush strode from the Oval Office to greet him.
The president escorted Clinton to the colonnade in
front of the Rose Garden where thty smiled and shook
hands again for the benefit of the cameras but declined
to answer questions.
They met in the Oval Office for an hour and 45
minutes. A White House statement called it "a warm
and informative conversation."
Clinton said Bush "was very helpful to me. We talked
about a couple of domestic issues and more than a dozen
actual or potential trouble spots in the world. He was
very candid. He gave me the benefit of his thinking on a
lot of things. It went a half-hour longer than expected. It
was terrific."
Clinton and Bush went next door to the Roosevelt
Room where transition leaders for each man were meeting. Bush said he wanted a smooth transition and he
"appreciated the task that lay ahead of the transition
team," the statement said.
Bush was represented by his transition chief, Transportation Secretary Andrew Card, and two other administration leaders. Chase Untermeyer and Bob Zoo] lick.
Clinton was represented by Jordan and other leaders
of the transition team: Warren Christopher, Alexis
Herman and Mark Gearan. Their discussions focused on
procedures for making appointments, including FBI
clearances and financial disclosure forms.

Group says
union not
best option
for faculty

Waiting And Waiting And ...

Outside Campus

by Michael Zawacki
faculty reporter

Coffeehouse concert:
Saturday, Nov. 21 at
Grounds for Thought, 174 S.
Main St., Bowling Green
residents and students can
get a taste of the theatre as
well as coffee.
One in a series of weekly
events that take place at
Grounds for Thought, Bowling Green Opera Theatre
will be performing a "Coffeehouse Concert."
Death by potato peeler?:
LORA1N, Ohio (AP) -- A
woman has been sentenced
to 60 days in jail for accidentally stabbing her boyfriend
to death while peeling potatoes.
Fannie Payne, 37, of Lorain, was sentenced Friday
after pleading guilty to negligent homicide in Lorain
Municipal Court. She will
begin serving her term Dec.
26.
On March 29, Payne fatally stabbed her boyfriend,
Dwight L. Patton, 45.
Payne first told police she
was cutting a potato she had
just removed from a
microwave at the kitchen
sink when her boyfriend
came up behind her.
She told police she suspected Patton was about to
kiss her and turned toward
him, accidentally stabbing
him with an 8-lnch serrated
knife.
During later questioning,
Payne gave police different
versions of the story, said
her attorney, Jack Bradley.
Witnesses also gave conflicting stories. One said
Patton walked into the knife;
another said Payne was poking the knife playfully when
the stabbing occurred, Assistant City Prosecutor
Mark Provenza said.

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) - Here
are Wednesday night's Ohio
Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 3-8-7
Pick 4 Numbers: 1-0-9-1
Super Lotto:
2-3-12-33-42-47
Kicker: 6-2-4-9-9-8
The jackpot is $8 million.
Compiled from staff and
win reports.

Pushing for Thanksgiving donations for the poor, freshman business administration major Eric Tolenson asks passersby for
canned foods or spare change Wednesday afternoon on the Educa-

Tkc BG Newi/rim Nortmn
tion Building steps. Today is the last day for the drive which Is
sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma and Zeta Phi
Beta. The donations will go to the Seagate Food Center of Toledo.

Prisoner files lawsuit against county
by Chris Miller
courts reporter
Robert Donaldson filed a $65 million lawsuit Monday in Wood
County Common Pleas Court claiming his constitutional rights were
violated after being found guilty of felonious assault in 1986.
Donaldson, currently an inmate at Marion Correctional Institution [
M.C.I.], Marion, Ohio, is serving a 15-year sentence as a result of the
1986 conviction. Donaldson mailed the complaint from M.C.I, on Nov.
3.
According to court records, Donaldson fired a shotgun into the
home of a North Baltimore man, Dave West, after an altercation between the two in 1985. On Jan. 24,1986, Donaldson was found guilty In
Wood County Common Pleas Court on one count felonious assault and
one count of using a firearm while under disability, the second

charge the result of a prior felony conviction of burglary. Convicted
felons are prohibited from owning a gun under federal law.
In a telephone interview with The News, Donaldson denied the gun
was his or that he was responsible for the shooting.
"I had no motive to hurt Dave West," Donaldson said.
The current lawsuit names as defendants the State of Ohio, Wood
County, Wood County Common Pleas Court, Judge Charles Kurfess,
the North Baltimore Police Department and its chief, the mayor of
North Baltimore, and two men who were prosecution witnesses at the
1986 trial, Kyle and Richard Peters.
Donaldson is demanding a jury trial to "judge this civil lawsuit,"
claiming the defendants "acted in bad faith knowing they were violating the civil rights of the plaintiff."
See Lawsuit, page eight.

Union advocate answers questions
by Michael Zawacki
faculty reporter
The BGSU-Faculty Association
featured American Association
of University Professors representative Jack Nightingale as
their guest speaker to answer
questions faculty may have about
the collective bargaining process.
Nightingale addressed the faculty association by answering the
rhetorical question, "What will
be the impact of collective bargaining if instituted here at the
University," a question he believed was in the mind of every
faculty member.
He said collective bargaining
is not a foreign concept for Ohio
universities. Seven Ohio campuses already have established

faculty unions and there are currently active efforts to unionize
at the University of Akron and
Cleveland State University.
Nightingale, also a professor at
Eastern Michigan University,
used his experiences with collective bargaining at EMU as an example to University faculty when
explaining issues such as salary
and fringe benefits, health care
and tenure.
In regards to salary, Nightingale said in almost every academic discipline, salaries are, on
an average, $5,000 higher at universities with collective bargaining than those without.
He explained that fringe benefit packages can be formed in
creative ways and be worked into
a contract during negotiation
time.

"Collective bargaining allows
you to build mechanisms to form
fringe benefit packages," Nightingale said.
Allen White, chairman of the
University Faculty Senate, questioned Nightingale on the role of
a faculty senate at a university
that has established collective
bargaining.
Nightingale said the existance
of a faculty senate was a big concern at other universities but
most collective bargaining campuses have built a faculty senate
into their contracts and have
made it stronger.
"Faculty senate and collective
bargaining can work very well
together," Nightingale said.
"They can both strengthen each
other."
Nightingale said the key to

successfully adopting a union at
a university is a large show of
support and energy from the
faculty in the form of a large
membership. A small membership to a faculty union shows a
low amount support to the university's administration, he added.
"[You] need to develop high
membership levels or the administration will take advanatage of
that," Nightingale said.
He also said the AAUP's philosophy is "local control," something which they help an emerging faculty union obtain by offering training, workshops, assistance and advice to help to develop a collective bargaining policy and to carry it out.
See Union, page five.

The Advocates for Academic
Independence have distributed a
new Key Questions flier that
questions certain aspects of the
Faculty Association's academic
charter dealing with procedures
and organizational structure of a
faculty union.
Milt Hakel, chairman of the
AAI, said he does not like the
status quo any better than the
leaders of the Faculty Association, but he believes there are
other ways to promote change
than to create and pay dues to a
self-perpetuating bureaucracy.
Hakel said if collective bargaining is adopted, the Faculty
Association Charter represents
an astonishing removal of individual faculty rights.
"The Faculty Association
Charter would make whole sections of the Academic Charter irrelevant and obsolete," Hakel
said. "I do not believe that the
faculty wants a handful of union
officers to be the single most
powerful determiner of their
professional futures."
Ron Stoner, chairman of the
BGSU-Faculty Association, said
he believes this not to be true because a union would not be the
primary determinant of
someone's future.
"[Faculty] will continue to determine their own professional
future," Stoner said.
Hakel said he believes the Faculty Association Charter is a caricature of a democracy.
"It creates a highly autocratic
structure," Hakel said. "The
president of the union would
have greater relative power over
the faculty than does the president of the University."
Stoner said this is just propaganda.
"You can call [a faculty union]
a self-perpetuating bureaucracy," Stoner said, "but in fact,
what's being described [in the
charter] is a democratic institution."
He added that the criticisms
described by the the current
AAI's Key Questions could be
applied to the processes of the
United States government.
The current system of internal
government for the union will
continue to remain in the charter
because it is the way it has
worked for other universities in
the past, Stoner said. He added
that the system works to the advantage of the bargaining unit
and is a good democratic compromise.
"The organization we're setSee Charter, page eight.
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Scientists issue warning
on environmental issues
The world will end in a few decades.
This isn't the ranting of a maniac on a big city street corner. It's according to some of the best scientists in
the world who met Wednesday in the
nation's capital.
More than 1,500 scientists - including
99 Nobel Prize winners - all came to the
conclusion that if we don't take action
soon, humanity will cease to exist. The
worldwide coalition, named the Union
of Concerned Scientists, said action is
needed immediately if the human race
is to avoid vast human misery and mutilation of the Earth.
"Human beings and the natural world
are on a collision course," began the
scientists' four-page "World Scientists'
Warning to Humanity."
"No more than one or a few decades
remain before the chance to avert the
threats we now confront will be lost and
the prospects for humanity immeasurably diminished," the scientists said.
Environmentalism has always been
perceived as possessing a twinge of extremism. George Bush struck a chord
when he called Al Gore "ozone man" for
his support of environmental regulations which include limiting emissions
that cause ozone depletion.
Even college students -- the generation charged with solving our world's
environmental problem - seem cautious to take a proactive stance on the
environment. Let's face it - at the University, the two major environmental
groups are looked upon by many students as sandal-wearing, hackeysacking hippies.
But the evidence is becoming increasingly clear that our environment
should be everyone's concern, and
Wednesday's statements by universally

respected scientists firmly reinforces
this conviction.
If Bill Clinton is truly to be a new
generation of leader, his administration
must take firm action and mobilize an
international coalition to combat our
world's environmental problems.
Among the general steps this coalition
must take are:
O Agree to limit deforestation and
create an international reforestation
corps to nurture ailing ecosystems back
to health;
O Come to a consensus on what level
of ozone emissions is acceptable and establish enforceable guidelines for controlling such emissions;
"I Agree on a level of burden each
country must shoulder for environmental cleanup proportional to the level of
destruction those countries have
caused, and;
O Share information freely on global
warming, water pollution, species extinction and energy-efficient technologies.
In two decades or so, most of the students now in college will have established ourselves, perhaps had a kid or
two, and will be firmly into the process
of enjoying the fruits of our labor.
But that labor must include action to
save our planet. You don't have to turn
your life upside-down - supporting environment-friendly policies in a letter
to your Congressperson, recycling your
beer cans or driving a fuel-efficient car
will do.
This isn't about altruism. If we want
to enjoy the latter half of our lives, we
need to dedicate part of that first half to
preserving the environment. As the
scientists said Wednesday, "We all have
but one lifeboat."

Wal-Mart slogans misleading
The BG News:
With growing anticipation of
the holidays, I would like to take
this opportunity to express my
concerns as a student of BGSU
about the newly erected WalMart here in Bowling Green.
Many of you may have noticed
a plane flying over a few of the
Falcon football games with a
banner protesting Wal-Mart, or
may have seen stickers around
the campus and community area
and wondered what is the big
deal?
Before students, as well as citizens, begin to go holiday shopping or bargain hunting, I urge
you to take a hard look at the
falsehoods that our soon-to-be
Wal-Mart is portraying.
Earlier this year, there were
pickets going on at the site of the
new store. A key reason for this
picket was that this retailer had
decided to use nonunion/nonlocal laborers. Instead,
Wal-Mart has decided to import
low-paid workers from Ken-

tucky, Indiana and Alabama.
Wal-Mart wants local people to
use their store, yet they don't
want to use local labor. This use
of low-paid workers from out of
state results in the entire community losing out on tax dollars
and other monies which are used
to support this area. Many may
not see the concern for the loss of
local jobs, but there are other issues involved that are diconcerting.
Wal-Mart bases its foundation
on the slogans, "Bring It Home to
the U.S.A.," and "Buy American." This effort by Wal-Mart is
trying to get the customers to believe that Wal-Mart is doing all
they can to bring jobs back to
America. Actually, they are doing the exact opposite.
If you happen to pick up a
garment in this store ~ look for
RN52469. This is the number assigned to Wal-Mart, and is required by law, to represent that
the garment was produced over-

seas rather than in the United
States.
Each year, Wal-Mart imports
millions of dollars worth of clothing made in Bangladesh. Next to
the private label RNS2469, you'll
find a "Made in the U.S.A." tag.
Ironically, these tags are sewn on
by some 1,300 young Chinese citizens (mainly women and children) or by prison laborers.
Clearly, this is a mockery of the
"Buy American" slogan WalMart incorporates.
See for yourself. The next time
you happen to enter a Wal-Mart hopefully not to shop ~ look for
the private label RNS2469 sewn
inside the clothing, and question
it. Hopefully, you'll think twice
before purchasing a product that
is helping to destroy American
jobs, not to mention the exploitation of foreign women and children. Do not support Wal-Mart if
you really care!
Keirsten Riedel
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JFK assassination example
of government corruption
Few events have had such a
corruptive effect on America's John Bernard
naive optimism and unquestioning faith in Its political institutions as the assassination of John
F. Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963.
Several observers of American
culture have even characterized
the assassination as the defining
moment in the 20th century
America. Sheer exaggeration?
Perhaps. Yet 29 years after the
fact, there exists a mountain of
evidence to support that vexing
Congress reluctantly reopened
claim.
the investigation in 1977.
The House Select Committee
No sooner was the assassination an accomplished fact than on Assassinations appeared
rumors began circulating here ready to embrace the conclusion
and abroad that there had been a of the Warren Report until a
conspiracy to murder Kennedy. startling revelation emerged just
Worried that the rumors would as the committee was winding
reflect badly on the world's lead- down its investigation.
As luck would have it, one of
ing democracy, former president
Lyndon Johnson initiated an in- the microphones of the police
quiry into the assassination. This motorcycle escort was left on
official body composed of seven when the presidential motorcade
men of "unquestionable integri- passed through Dealey Plaza that
ty" was known as the Warren
Commission.
Though the commission's find- "Confronted with this
ings filled 26 volumes with evidence and testimony, astute damning evidence, the House
critics were quick to discover Committee was forced to
glaring deficiencies in the commission's methodology. A surpr- admit that there had been
ising number of witnesses inter- more than one gunman, and
viewed by the commission com- thus, a conspiracy."
plained that their statements
were misrepresented in the final
report. Others, whose testimony
conflicted with the official lone day. Since police communication
assassin theory, were never was routinely monitored, all
questioned at all.
shots fired at the limousine were
The commission's findings recorded on tape for the world to
were further compromised be- hear.
cause they were based exclusively on information provided
Researchers for the House
by the FBI and CIA - agencies Committee subjected this imporwhich might have had a strong tant piece of evidence to sophisincentive to manipulate assas- ticated acoustical analysis. The
sination evidence.
results revealed the presence of
Though the Warren Commis- as many as nine sounds which
sion concluded that Lee Harvey possessed the unmistakable
Oswald acted alone in assassinat- soundwave pattern of gunshots.
ing Kennedy, by the mid 1970s
one Gallup Poll found that 80
Confronted with this damning
percent of Americans believed evidence, the House Committee
that Kennedy died as a result of a was forced to admit that there
conspiracy.
had been more than one gunman,
Besieged by theories of cons- and thus, a conspiracy.
piracy which were buoyed by the
Hot on the trail of the assasseemingly purposeful incompe- sins, the House Committee
tence of the Warren Commission, abruptly closed up shop in 1979

after recommending that the
Justice Department pick UD
where it left off. Curiously, the
Department of Justice never
showed the slightest interest in
pursuing Kennedy's murderers.
This flagrant disregard for justice went largely unnoticed by
the news media until last year
when Oliver Stone's film JFK
premiered.
Like so many others who have
studied the assassination, Stone
realized that there was no other
adequate explanation for the
massive disappearance of evidence from the NaUonal ATchives (Kennedy's brain, for instance), the documented intimidation of witnesses by FBI and
CIA agents, the blatant fabricaUon of autopsy photos, the
flagrant distortion of testimony
and the mysterious and convenient deaths of so many people
connected to the assassination.
Equally suspicious is our
government's desire to keep
most of the Kennedy files
shrouded in secrecy until the
year 2039 under the pretext of
"national security."
However, our government's
obsession with "national security" may not be entirely unfounded. If Americans knew that
elements of their own government executed a president and
engaged in an elaborate coverup, the result would likely be a
total breakdown of what little
faith remains in U.S. political institutions.
For this reason, those responsible for the murder can be expected to do everything in their
power to obscure the truth,
knowing full well that if and
when the truth does emerge, they
might very well be hanged for
high treason.
I leave you to ponder the enigmatic yet suspiciously arrogant
words spoken by Earl Warren,
head of the discredited Warren
Commission, to the press in 1964:
"You may never get the truth in
your lifetime, and I mean that seriously..."
John Bernard is a columnist for
The News.

Correction
In the Wednesday, Nov. 18 issue of The News the article,
"Fieldhouse opening set for January," said the Falcon Fieldhouse
will be open for the Bowling
Green community to use. Instead
it will be available only to the
University community ~ stu-

dents, faculty and staff.
In the Nov. 17 article in The
News entitled "Food bank questions use of name by store," it
was stated a Late Nite Video
press release said food donations

were going to Second Harvest
National Food Bank Network. In
actuality, that information was
provided in an interview by
Douglas Roch, whose name appeared on the press release, and
was not stated in the press
release itself.
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Art students get Batman technology
byTodd Kleismil
contributing reporter

The BG Ncwi/Todd Klclimll

Familiarizing themselves with Power Animator, seniors Jon Hay ward
and Laura Callicolte play around with the new software program
Wednesday afternoon In the Computer Art room of the Fine Art

Building. The program, which was donated by Alias Research Inc.,
was used In "Terminator 2."

About 60 computer art students have a new grip on reality
- and they have the power to
create their own version of it.
The students are learning to
use the same computer software
program used for special effects
in such movies as "Terminator
II" and "Batman Returns."
The software was donated to
the University by Alias Research
Inc., headquartered in Toronto,
Canada. Alias has given the University software packages valued at $118,000, according to
Ronald Coleman, head of the
computer art program.
The PowerAnimator program
is a high-resolution, threedimensional system that allows
the students to construct life-like
images, dimensions and backgrounds.
"It's sort of like going from
black-and-white photography to
color," said Laura Callicotte,
senior computer art major.
"There's really no limit to it."
Callicotte said software of this
sophistication is not found on
many campuses yet, although
Disney and other large industries
are using even further-advanced
technology.
She said the resolution quality
of the software is what separates

the Alias software from what the
students are used to using.
"The ease of animation has
been greatly simplified with
Alias," she said. "We no longer
have to write spline programs
ourselves - which control animation - the machine does it for
us."
Sarah Batholomew, senior
computer animation major, added that students without experience with silicon graphics will
have trouble getting a top-level
job in the animation field. Alias
gives the students that experience.
"I want to be a computer ani
mator... for me, this means working at Disney," Callicotte said.
"Basically, what it gives us the
power to do is render things with
more reality," she said. "You can
create a reality that's totally separate from real reality, but looks
just as real. You can get lights in
there and you can construct
images so real it's scary."
The students have been learning the program the past couple
of weeks and hope their hands-on
experience will mean employment in the future.
Bartholomew said she enjoys
watching the new technology evolve in the computer art field.
"It's a lot of fun because you
have to constantly re-invent
yourself. And we're having a
ball."

/J HOME FALCON HOCKEY vs. OHIO STATE -TOMORROW 7:00 P.M,

Seniors!
Which group are you in?

Those pictured in The KEY.

0■

0■

0■

0■

9

1

1

1

Those not pictured.

Don't be a blank spot in your class history.

Only two days left
in this session. If you still have a pre-scheduled appointment this week, keep it! If you
missed your appointment, we'll take you as a walk-in. But Friday is the last day!
Come to The KEY, 28 West Hall or call 372-8086.

See the future. Use a condom.- •

-.

Diversions
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Give a lot
of thanks,
or else...
A friend of mine told me of a
dream he had in which he sodomized a Butterball turkey and
served it to his family.
"I think it's some Oedipal complex, Chris," I told him. "By the
way, stop winking at me."
Gee, I love segues.
The Christmas lights are up,
the Christmas sales have begun.
We all know what that means.
Yup ... Thanksgiving Is just a
week away.

Scott DeKatch
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Cafeteria celebrates Turkey Day
by Jane Kilgore
student life reporter
When one thinks of the
Thanksgiving holiday, dreamy
ideas of a traditional roast turkey, sweet potatoes, cranberry
sauce and pumpkin pie are
usually the first things that come
to mind. All of these diet crunchers and more were found at the
Kriescher Quadrangle cafeteria
Monday evening, as the residence hall offered something a
little special to their residents in
celebration of the upcoming
holiday.

eight holidays throughout the
year, some receiving more hype
than others.
"We put a little more work into
this event, because we believe
our students deserve a traditional meal," she said.
Another big dinner planned by
the residence hall cafeterias is in
honor of Christmas, and this
year's theme will be "Holiday
Happiness." scheduled for Dec.
8.
The food and decorations for
the big feast were no more expensive than usual. Decorations
were hand-made, and the fruit
used for the large cornucopia set

"A lot of our recipes come out of files from home and are
ones that we serve to our families."
Amy Hoops, general manager of Kriescher cafeteri a.

Other items on the Kriesher
menu included shrimp cocktail,
cinnamon apples, and Ceasar salad - not to mention the desserts
offered with names such as puff
& stuff and mystery pecan pie
(hmmmm...).

on the end of the buffet table
came from the cafeteria Also,
the unit has a graphics department that helped them spark
extra creativity.

While doing the same thing,
participating in the same ritual
Back in the kitchen, employees
year after year after year can get
were running around like turto be a drag. I'm sure we all have
"I tried the oatmeal cake, the keys with their heads cut off (I
relatives we can't stand who sit apple dumpling and the pumpkin know, I know ~ bad joke). Organat dinner with the expressed inpie and really liked them all," ization was the key to the eventent of annoying us to no end.
ing, and all seemed to know exsaid junior Lisa Herbst.
actly what to do.
And then there is this whole
"A lot of our recipes come out
holiday dinner thing. Turkey. of files from home and are ones
"It really isn't any more hectic
Gravy. Stuffing. Pumpkin pie. that we serve to our families,"
Sweet potatoes. Wine. Salad. said Amy Hoops, general man- than usual, but in another way it
is a challenge," said Shirley
Wine.
ager of Kriesher cafeteria
Freeworth, Kriesher cook. "The
It just gets old, especially if
According to Hoops, each clientele is up and the students
you have to eat the same crap a cafeteria unit specially promotes really seem to appreciate everymonth later at Christmas. Fortunately, my family has leg of
lamb at Christmas (not to mention the Italian feast courtesy of
my other relatives. Let's hear it
for divorced parents!).

PhotoUluKratlon/Tln] Norman

Students lined up at cafeteria doors as usual Tuesday, awaiting the same old food, but Kreischer Quadrangle visitors' eyes and tastebuds were treated to something different. A Thanksgiving holiday
dinner was made for all of those who came to the Kreischer Quadrangle cafeteria Tuesday.
thing - it is nice to be able to do
this for them."
On the other side of the swinging doors, the atmosphere of the
cafeteria itself was warm and inviting. A band was playing some
mellow-kind-of-jazzyturkey-eating music and the line
for the food was as long as a walk
to class on a cold, February
morning. Several Food Opera-

tions employees, residence ad- Compton RA Forrest Lewis.
visors and the complex coorKriesher cafeteria has won the
dinator were serving food from top dining award on campus for
behind the buffet to those anx- the past two years.
iously awaiting their dinners.
"Each dining center on campus
"I think that it is a terrific op- is different, which is the part of
portunity for everyone to get my job I love the most," said
together and share good food, Hoops. "It is my chance as a
great times and the friendliness manager to give the students
found here at Kriesher," said what I believe they would enjoy."

Dayton cops kick out the rock n'roll

What do other, better-known
people do for Thanksgiving? I'm
sure Ted Nugent climbs up some
tall tree in the forests of Michigan and kills about SO or so wild
game birds, which he proceeds to
eat raw. On the other hand. The
B-52s' Fred Schneider probably
has a nice tofu, lettuce and
bean-sprout feast, washed down
with mineral water. Of course.
Bill Clinton just might have a
weight-watchers turkey dinner
washed down with a SlimFast
shake.
Whatever you feast upon, remember why we celebrate
Thanksgiving.
We celebrate Thanksgiving
because 400 years ago, a bunch of
people who decided they didn't
like their country came over here
and stole a country that was
already inhabited. Yeah, we say
it's to show our thanks and blah
blah blah, but think about it.
So what are we thankful for?
I, for one, am thankful I am not
homeless - yet. Things may
change when it comes time to pay
more tuition, rent and student
fees.
This is America, be thankful
for NFL games on Thursday,
Saturday, Sundayand Monday.
Be thankful for friends who
offer you money to write papers
for them, regardless of the grade
the paper gets.
Be thankful for teachers who
leave the room for long periods
of time during tests.
Be thankful for ...
Quad food. Kreisher quad just
had it's big thanksgiving blast. It
was great. The music was like
Positive Sweat on tranquillzers.
The food was ... well, we'll try to
stay out of trouble. I ate a candy
bar and washed it down with a
Pepsi. Then I drank some free
punch, which I think may have
been spiked, as I felt all warm
and tingly for a few hours.
So be thankful for whatever
you have. Be thankful you don't
have to hack out these lame
pearls of wisdom twice a week.
Be thankful COPRZ don't have a
mega-hit album. Be thankful
Connell Barrett wears garlic
around his neck.
Be thankful. Period
Scott DeKatch is a junior creative writing major from the suburbs of Youngstown, diversions
editor and a columnist for The
News. Really.

by Eileen McNamara
police reporter
Bowling Green may have
police on bikes and horses, but
Dayton has officers patrolling on
drums, guitar, keyboard and vo-

cals - patrolling Ohio schools to
teach students to say no to drugs.
COPRZ, a rock band consisting
of five full-time Dayton police
officers who perform in uniform,
will appear at Bowling Green
Junior High School Friday as
part of the school's 17-week

DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance
Education) program. The group
specializes in portraying antidrug messages through music to
junior high and high school students. Sgt. Frank Glander of the
Dayton Police Department estimates the group has performed
for about 100,000 students, as
well as many other spectators at
several county fairs and other
events, over the past two years.
"It's our most effective antidrug program," he said. "It's
tremendous - the kids really get
into it."
Glander said the band, which
had been together for a while before representing the police department, was officially formed
as COPRZ in 1990 after Chief
James Newby heard Det. Mark
Bowron singing during a church
service.
"The chief thought it would be
a neat idea to get them together,"
Glander said. "There's very few

departments doing anything like
this."
Other members besides keyboardist/vocalist Bowron include drummer Doug Bonnell
and guitarists George Schraffenberger, Marco Brown and
Dan Gallapoo.
Glander added one of the
things which makes COPRZ
unique is the band does not focus
entirely on anti-drug messages
but also includes topics like racism, self-esteem and just plain
entertainment.
"Not every song they do has an
anti-drug message," he said.
"They set out to get the [audience's] attention first, and once
they do, they can take advantage
of that to get their message
across."
He said the songs COPRZ performs range from hard rock to
rap, from originals to covers and
comprise a repetoire including
everything from Michael Jack-

son to Queen to Roy Orbison.
Sometimes they even change the
lyrics to incorporate their theme.
"Instead of "We will, we will
rock you,' it's *We will, we will
say no,'"
he said, referring to Queen's
"We Will Rock You." Bowling
Green DARE officer Patrolman
Grant Tansel said he has not seen
COPRZ play In front of a large
audience, but was impressed
when he saw their performance
at a DARE retraining meeting.
Tansel added other police rock
bands have played Bowling
Green schools In the past, including the Columbus Police Department's Hot Pursuit, which
performed at the junior high
school three years ago.
"It worked out really well," he
said. "The atmosphere was incredible - 600 screaming kids.
You really had to be there.
"I'm really looking forward to
a similar atmosphere Friday."

Barrett bedazzled by blood-suckers
Connell Barrett

The verdict is in: That hot new
horror flick - Columbia Pictures'
Francis Ford Copolla's Bram
Stoker's Drocula's Daughter's
Sister's Revenge - is a MEGAHIT! Here's what the critics are
saying:
"Sink your teeth into this movie."
Jeffery Lyons, At the Movies
"A film with real BITE! Get It?
Bite? Aren't I pithy?"
Rex Reed, New York Daily
Something
"So horrifying, I wet the pants
of the guy next tome!"
Gene Siskel, or perhaps Leonard Maltin, Entertainment Weakly

Well, with some hard work, the
help of my good friend Anne Rice
and a little journalistic legerdemain, we've been able to finagle
an interview with a real life,
completely genuine vampire.
Here, unedited, is what transpired.
Q. How long have you been a
vampire?
A; Most of my life, actually.
When I was a kid, I always knew I
wanted to be something undead
... a mummy, a zombie, a werewolf. Either that or a pediatrician.
Q: Let's define you. What is a
vampire?
A; WeU, according to your
legends, it's an "undead" creature of the night who sucks the
souls from young men and the
blood from young virgin
maidens. Hellish, ruthless ... sort
of like a lobbyist
Q: And you - you can change
your shape, right?
A; WeU, yes - I'm a lucky one. I
travel in the form of a vampire
bat. But a lot of my buddies through natural vampiral selection - metamorphosize into an
assortment of creatures, respectfully. They have no choice.

"Well, according to your legends, if s an "undead" creature
of the night who sucks the souls from young men and the
blood from young virgin maidens.
Q. Really! Like what?
A: Geez ... name it You got
vampire dogs, vampire fish,
vampire buffalo. My best friend.
Chuck ... poor guy becomes a
vampire snail.
QNo!
A: Yeah. It's really embarrassing for him, you know. Here's old
Chuck, ready to pounce on some
helpless, tight-busted girl in a
deserted castle and she starts
laughing at him.
Q: Really?
A; Sure. She just starts mocking the poor guy, all sarcasticlike. "Oh, dear! A vampire snail!
Wont someone please rescue
me? Can't anyone hide me from
this bloodthirsty, undead demonmoUusk. Hurry, send help ... "
Poor guy was in therapy for
weeks.
Q Fascinating.
A: Yeah, weU, what can you do?
Q Is it true that garlic repels
you?

A: Well, it's not just garlic. It's
any seasoning.
Q: Any seasoning?
A: Yeah. Pepper, curry, oregano - they all send us screaming. Oh, I'm telling you, we vampires pay quite a price for eternal
life, demonic power, blah blah
blah! It's just so damned embarrassing. "Honey, I'm home." "Oh,
did you bring the blood of several
small, defenseless children?"
"No, I was about to ... but they
threw parsley at me." Oh, I hate
It.
Q: Can you move around during
the day?
A: We can, but we need lots of
lip balm.
Q: WeU, you revile the Holy Bible, right?
A: Now that all depends on the
vampire. I'm Catholic, so Bibles
are okay with me. But Jewish
vampires ... they have a BIG
problem with them -- or the New

Testament, anyway. They'll go
loopy.
Q So what repulses you?
A: Oh, the Koran. Yucky-yuckyuck! Get that away from me. I
once swooped down on a pack of
literate muslims, and it was NOT
a pretty sight.
Q Is a wooden stake through
the heart the only way to kill a
vampire?
A: No, but it's the most dramatic, Hollywood style. You can
do it a number of ways: pencil
through the kneecap, weenie fork
through the groin, gimlet
through the colon, OR a toothpick
through the pinkie. Just dozens,
really.
Q What about sex?
A: Yes, it's true - vampires are
Impotent We satisfy our libidinous desires through the unlifeaffirming extraction and absorption of human blood. And we take
cold showers.
Q: What do you think you would
be doing right now if you werent
a vampire?
A: Well (gazes thougtfully at
the ceiling), I sleep all day; I'm
pale; I'm old; I cant get an erection, and I dread mirrors. I guess
I could have gone into teaching.
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Experts discuss multiculturalism5mo/reouf encourages
Teleconference focuses on improving race relations, communication fr*3UfJI%2 LU K/CK UULLb
by Lisa Fellerman
contributing reporter
In an effort to inform students
of the strategies needed to attain
improved race relations on college campuses, a teleconference
entitled "Enhancing Race Relations on Campus: New Challenges and Opportunities" took
place Wednesday in the McFall
Center assembly room.
"It's a program to discuss the
issues relating to enhancing race
relations," said Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of multicultural affairs. "This program
was formed to discuss strategies,
promote cultural diversion and
improve communication and
interaction between various ethnic groups on campus."
The free teleconference was
open to the public and included
representatives from various
ethnic backgrounds. Participants
included William Kirwan, president of the University of Maryland, College Park; Julianne Malveaux, a columnist and economist from San Francisco; Ronald
Tikaki, a professor of AsianAmerican studies at the University of California; Evelyn HuDeHart, professor of history and
director of the Center for Studies
of Ethnicity and Race in America
at the University of Colorado;
and James Anderson, dean of undergraduate studies at North
Carolina State University. The
moderator was Atlanta politician
Julian Bond.
Challenges and strategies for
many aspects of improving race
relations were discussed
throughout the video presentation. Viewers were encouraged
to call in on the phone line or use
a fax machine to ask questions.
All of the participants seemed to
agree the entire range of leadership on college campuses has to
develop a consensus and vision
on improving relations.
Kirwan said he believes when

papers. It's their paper and they
need to get involved," Malveaux
said.

"If s a program to discuss the issues relating to enhancing
race relations. This program was formed to discuss
strategies, promote cultural division and improve
communication and interaction between various ethnic
groups on campus."
Jack Taylor, assistant vice president of multicultural
affairs
it comes to campus relations, a prove race relations.
broad base of agreement is
"The bottom line is that the deneeded for good race relations. partments have to be made acAlong with this consensus, action countable for their duties in the
needs to be taken by the universi- process. If they don't do their
job, the president needs to make
ty, he added.
cuts in budgets," Tikaki said.
"Educators have to articulate a
This brings up the question of
vision of a multicultural curricuwhat the faculty department's
lum," Tikaki said.
role is in this process. According
An example of this action is the to Malveaux, university faculties
Intergroup Relations Conflict are the single most important
programs provided at the Uni- barrier in improving race reversity of Michigan, where stu- lations.
dents talk out problems they
"We need to change the struchave with certain issues in an attempt to resolve their conflicts. ture of how we do things," she
According to the panel, this has said. "Faculties value their
proven to be an effective tool in autonomy, the ability to do and
developing improved race re- say what they want." Malveaux
proposed a sanction and reward
lations between the students.
system in which faculties have
Towson University in Mary- an incentive to participate in varland has a Catalyst Theater (cata- ious programs. A change in the
lysts for change) which includes curriculum taught is another
students from various ethnic proposed idea by the group. They
groups who work out their racial all said they believed students
leed to be taught how to deal
conf icts in a dramatic setting.
with racial conflicts and how to
"You need to get the people improve relations between each
with conflicts to talk about other.
them," said Markeisha Wilson, a
According to the panel, the
Catalyst Theatre member. At
first, though, you need to have students themselves are an
people work out the conflicts avenue to better racial feelings
they have with others in their between themselves. Involvement, initiative, and acaown race."
demic excellence were all
The panel said they believe the stressed as needed components
president of the university to be of a ethnic mosaic involving stuthe most important person in the dents. The school newspaper was
relations improving process. Ti- cited as an example of little mikaki explained a president has to nority involvement.
set a tone and expectations, hold
people accountable for their ac"Activism is the bottom line to
tions and put forth a plan to im- get minorities writing for these
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Holiday Gift To You!
2 FOR 1 SPECIAL
Single Vision Eyeglasses
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In other business, the BGSUFA voted on and passed "before
certification" amounts for AAUP
dues including national, state and
local dues which faculty will
have the option to pay In either
annual or bi-annual payments. A
monthly payroll deduction program will also be offered.
The annual and bi-annual payment program can be paid with
either cash or check where as
with a monthly payroll deduction
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PLASTC FRAME « LENSES.

The question "You got a light?"
could very well be greeted with
Following the teleconference, a glares and snarls today as both
panel of local respondents elab- the University and America join
orated on some of the major top- the Great American Smokeout.
Sponsored nationally by the
ics, responded to the questions
from the audience and gave ideas American Cancer Society and on
about what their colleges are do- campus by the Student Health
Center and the Student Wellness
ing to enhance race relations.
Center, the 24-hour Smokeout
Local respondents included has one goal in mind - to get peoMauricio Gonzalez, vice presi- ple to kick the smoking habit.
"The reason it's set aside, a lot
dent of multi-cultural student
development at the University of of people want to quit but have
Toledo, and Diane Smart, direc- had trouble setting aside a quit
tor of minority affairs at De- date," said Jeanne Wright, director of Student Health Services.
fiance College.
"By having a day set aside where
[smokers] know that other people
will be quitting, they get the support of knowing others who are
going through the same stress
they will."
The Student Health Center and
The Well have both amassed a
wide array of educational
weapons for use in the War on
Smoking. Today and Friday in
The BC News staff report
the Union Foyer, the Health
Center will be providing Survival
Kits for people struggling
An 18-year-old Universithrough the 24 hours. Inside the
ty freshkits, smokers will find such tools
man died
for taking their minds off cigaMonday
rettes, including apples, rubber
in Columbands, straws to chew on, gum
bus after
and a 31-day step-by-step proa weekgram for giving up smoking
long illpermanently.
ness.
Student Health Services will
J e n also provide free nicotine starter
nifer Elipatches to smokers who have had
z ab e t h
a difficult time of quitting in the
Scott, 126
past. Three peer advisers from
McDonald East, a prethe Well have been trained by the
mising major from Dayton
American Cancer Society in
became ill last week and
smoking cessation and are now
was taken to Wood County
certified Freshstart facilitators
Hospital for treatment. She
to assist students in the battle of
was then transferred, first
the butt.
to the Medical College of
Tracy Renninger, sophomore
Ohio in Toledo and subsepsychology major, is one of those
quently to Ohio State UniFreshstart facilitators.
versity, where she died.
"I feel now that I have the
There has been no contraining and the knowledge of
firmation as to the official
what a smoker goes through and
cause of death.
the tips they need to quit," RenScott was the daughter of
ninger explained. "Like doing
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scott of
something you couldn't do when
Dayton.
you were smoking, such as visiting friends. We tell them to do

Freshman dies
after illness,
cause of death
unconfirmed
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Apply
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anything to keep busy so that
they don't think about how much
they want a cigarette."
According to Wright, almost 18
million people participated
nationally in the 1991 Smokeout.
Of those 18 million, seven million
stayed off cigarettes for the
whole 24 hours, and almost six
million still were not smoking
three days later.
"People prepare for this day
months in advance," Wright said.
"Many people have already come
up to the Well.
"There are so many benefits to
being off cigarettes. After two
months [of being off cigarettes],
I've had so many students come
up to me saying how much calmer they feel. Which is surprising," she added, "considering
how many people say they smoke
because of the 'calming' effect of
cigarettes."
The Smokeout is not a cure-all
magic bullet to smoking, say
those involved in the project.
Smokers still have to deal with
the day-to-day stress of kicking
the habit. But for smokers, the
day can be the first step on the
road.
"It's just the start," said Missy
Landis, junior psychology major
and peer adviser coordinator for
the Smokeout. "If you can do it
for 24 hours, you prove to yourself you can quit forever."

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

Continued from page one.
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BG confirms Canadian sister city
Agreement will lead to cultural, sports exchanges
by Chris Hawley
local government reporter

The BG Ncwi/Chrlf Hawley

Bowling Green Mayor Wes Hoffman (right) leads Mayor Stephen Petros and city clerk Peter Leack of
St. Thomas, Ontario, on a tour of the Wood County Courthouse following an exchange of official resolutions that joined the two communities as sister cities. Bowling Green officials visited St. Thomas in
July.

Bowling Green and St. Thomas, Ontario officials christened a new sister-city agreement between the two cities with an exchange of municipal friendship resolutions during a visit by
Canadian city administrators Wednesday morning.
"I look at this as something very exciting,"
Bowling Green Mayor Wes Hoffman said of the
new agreement.
Hoffman and St. Thomas Mayor Stephen Petros exchanged the resolutions, which call for a
"special relationship" between the cities, during
a welcome meeting attended by local business
and city officials. The Bowling Green City
Council passed its resolution Monday.
The agreement is expected to pave the way
for cultural and sports exchanges between the
two cities. Petros said St. Thomas groups are
working to organize a Canadian-American curling tournament and hope to begin an annual "Ohlontarian games" sports competition. University Canadian Studies Director Mark Kasoff said
he has planned class visits by St. Thomas officials and hopes to use the relationship to explore
internship opportunities for students.
Representatives from the Bowling Green and
St. Thomas Kiwanis Clubs have already attend-

ed each others' meetings and participated in a
joint golf tournament.
Economic development officers on both sides
said they hope the cultural exchanges will eventually lead to business opportunities for both
communities.
"The economic development of these communities ... begins with these kinds of building
blocks," said Wood County Economic Development Director Tom Blaha, and noted the idea for
a sister city agreement began with a discussion
of baseball between him and his St. Thomas
counterpart at a Perrysburg conference.
Canada-Ohio Trade Institute Executive Director Bernard Barrow said he also hopes the relationship will prompt business agreements.
"People buy from friends," he said. "Once you
[establish cultural exchanges], the business side
of things follows."
Petros told Bowling Green officials the forging of the sister-city agreement is a 1992 highlight for St. Thomas.
"The recession hasn't been kind to us as a
community," he said. "But at last we're doing
something proactive instead of reactive."
Petros described St. Thomas as a "primarily
industrial" community. The city, which is located near Lake Erie about 118 miles east of Detroit, is a manufacturing center for Ford cars
and Kenworth trucks.

Craft shows spread holiday spirit Holiday baskets
Local exhibits feature gifts for naughty, nice and young at heart
help local needy
by Melanle Kn|ewskl
contributing reporter

Local craftsmen are making
their way to Bowling Green to
sell a variety of Thanksgiving
and Christmas crafts and demonstrate how to make them.
A holiday craft show will be
hosted by The Wood County Fair
Board Dec 5 and 6. This year's

Dairy Queen

FREE
Fries
w/ purchase of a
Double Cheeseburger

434 E. Wooster

Otter expires
12/1/92

show theme is "Country Fair ter Full of Wonderland."
The fair will consist of
Treasures."
The fair is a juried show - all wreaths, jewelry and ornaments.
exhibits have been reviewed and UAO Is decorating the ballroom
chosen by the board's events and will provide music.
Good old St. Nick will also be
committee. Due to this fact, the
fair board will be asking for $1 making an appearance at the
UAO craft fair on Dec. 2. Comdonations to attend.
Jim Ruehl, manager of the fair munity children and students are
board, said there will be at least invited to get their pictures taken
69 exhibitors. Many of the crafts with him.
will be handcrafted folk art and
Barb Brdicka, exhibits direcwill make wonderful Christmas tor, said the fair caters to Unigifts, he added. Baskets, wooden versity students because of its
items, wreaths, dolls and paint- easy location and fairly reasonaings are just a few of the items ble prices. The crafters hired are
professionals, but are geared to
that will be offered.
Lunch will also be available at provide attractive pieces while
the craft fair, with sandwiches, minimizing the price.
rolls, cakes and cookies for sale.
"We know that the students
"We have something for aren't rich - if we had too expeneveryone. Our committee has re- sive items, no one would come,"
cruited the best crafters from Brdicka said.
Indiana, Michigan, etc.," Ruel
UAO's craft fair caters to stusaid. "It's almost impossible not dents, but anyone is welcome to
to find something you like."
attend. The fair was extremely
Santa Claus will also be making popular 10 years ago, but few
appearances on both days. Par- profits have been made in recent
ents are encouraged to bring the years, Brdicka said.
The group is hoping to turn
children along to learn their
that around this time. More decChristmas wishes.
Proceeds will go to the Agricul- orations, as well as more products will be displayed, Brdicka
tural Society.
The University Activities Organization is also sponsoring a
craft fair from Dec. 1 to 3. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom from 10
am. to 6 p.m.
The theme for this fair is "Win-

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

said, in an effort to spice up the
show. Efforts are also being focused on quality and customer
satisfaction.
"It is going to be a three-day,
white wonderland," said Brdicka
"I know that our customers and
crafters will be proud."
For those who cannot wait any
longer, the Lucas County Recreation Center is already holding
their annual holiday craft fair.
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Cheney said people are eligible once every three months, only
because that is what food pantry supplies can generally handle.
Both Musser and Cheney remarked that people tend to forget
about feeding the poor after the holidays are over.
"It is kind of a myth that people need more food over the holidays," Cheney said.
Musser said United Way also works with area Boy and Girl
Scouts to collect food in the spring, when stocks of food start
running low.

fto University Union

GUADALAJARA fjHEHCO CITY
Summer 1993 Session in Guadalajara and Mexico City

The United Way will follow tradition and coordinate the distribution of holiday baskets in Bowling Green again this year to
help out less fortunate families during the holiday season.
Nadine Musser, area United Way director, said almost 800
families were helped by the baskets last year.
United Way matches families in need with organizations,
groups and individuals who want to help the needy families, she
said.
"[The baskets] are all different," Musser said. "[The organizations]know how many are in the family."
This allows the baskets to be tailored to the family's needs.
"Churches sometimes have the congregation donate food,
sometimes people will get gift certificates to local grocery
stores so the family can buy their own food... some even get toys
for the kids," said Musser.
Bowling Green Christian Food Pantry, another area effort to
help needy families, tends to be well stocked at this time of year
because people are more charitable during the holidays, said coordinator Rebecca Cheney.
"We are an emergency food pantry," Cheney said. "We give
people in need all the food they need to get by for about four
days."

Attend summer school at a foreign university!

Learn about another culture
Earn six hours of credit

by Jason Pesllkls
city reporter
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File snooping done to benefit Bush
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A State Department investigation coneluded Wednesday officials who
snooped in Bill Clinton's passport
files had been trying to help
President Bush win re-election.
State Department inspector
general Sherman M. Funk, disclosing the results of a monthlong probe, said:
"There was indeed an attempt
to use the Department of State,
the records and the people of the
Department of State to influence
the outcome of the election.
"That is a very heinous activity
and shame on the Department of
State that it happened."
The two most senior officials

he,d responsible were & ,**
tant secretary of state for consular affairs Elizabeth Tamposi.
dismissed last week by Bush, and
the acting assistant secretary of
state for legislative affairs, Steven Berry, also disciplined.
As for Tamposi's allegations of
White House involvement, Funk
said in a memorandum to Acting
Secretary of State Lawrence
Eagleburger, "We found no evidence that the White House orchestrated an 'attack' on the Clinton files."
Funk recommended "less than
10" department officials be disciplined.
Eagleburger disclosed he had
offered his resignation to Bush
because of his distress over the

department's political activities
before the Nov. 3 election.
"When this thing first developed and before the election, I
offered the president personally
my resignation. He refused to
accept it," Eagleburger said.
He told reporters there were
no plans to recommend criminal
action by the Justice Department
against department officials.
Funk had been asked to determine whether the department
initiated the file search in response to reporters' requests
under the Freedom of Information Act or whether administration officials were attempting to
dig up damaging information on
the Democratic presidential
nominee.

Funk said the way department
officials conducted the search
made it clear they had not been
merely responding to routine
requests from the news media
He cited in particular the
breadth of the searches undertaken at a suburban records center
on Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
"Never, in our opinion, in the
annals of the Freedom of Information Act has there ever been a
FOIA search conducted with
such urgency, scope thoroughness and grade-levels of participants," Funk said.
According to established
procedures, the requests should
have been treated routinely.
The search of Clinton's files
was undertaken at the same time

the Bush campaign was attempting to question Clinton's character by citing his anti-Vietnam
War activities as a graduate student in England and his 1969-70
visit to Eastern Euitipe.
Aides to Tamposi also searched
for passport files on Ross Perot
but Funk said there was no evidence this effort had been undertaken in the hope of finding
something politically useful.
Funk also said a search into the
files of Clinton's mother, Virginia Kelley, was based on the
possibility of finding information
about her son.
Funk is a State Department Investigator who, by law, acts outside the authority of the department hierarchy.

Women priests document fails

Nude dancing
establishment
owner shot at
several times

Bishops cannot agree on pastoral letter for first time in history
by George W. Cornell
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
ROOTSTOWN, Ohio ~
- Police are Investigating a
report that shots were fired
at the car belonging to the
owner of a nude dancing establishment.
On Tuesday police found
several bullet holes in the
car owned by Larry Breech,
the owner of Chaser's
Country. No arrests were
made and police said their
investigation was continuing.
Portage County Sheriff
Ken Howe said deputies
and detectives found
several bullet holes in the
side of Breech's car and another car parked next to
that vehicle.
"There were four bullet
holes in Mr. Breech's car,
kind of indicating they
came from the direct
south," Howe said. "One
bullet hole in the car beside
Mr. Breech's appeared to
come from the southeast
direction."
Howe said that judging
from the location of the bullet holes and where Breech
was standing, he doesnt believe the gunman wanted to
hurt Breech.
"It is our opinion that if
somebody wanted to hurt
Mr. Breech, they had the
perfect opportunity, especially with the first shot, to
do so," Howe said.
"If you wanted to interpret seven or eight shots,
evidently they weren't trying to hit or kill him. They
were just trying to scare
him, otherwise one of those
shots would have hit him."

WASHINGTON - Roman Catholic bishops defeated a keenly controversial document on women Wednesday after struggling over it
for nine years. Women's ordination was at the heart of their disagreement.
It was the first time in history that the bishops had failed to reach a
consensus on an intended pastoral letter bearing their collective authority.
Requiring 190 votes for passage, the teaching document received
137 "yes" votes and 110 "no" votes after five hours of strenuous debate over two days.
The repeatedly revised document had been sharply assailed by
many women's organizations and other Catholic groups.
It would have precipitated "another tremendous crisis in the
church," said Archbishop Rembert Weakland of Milwaukee. "We
would lose another generation of very wonderful women."
The question of ordaining women emerged as the nub of the
bishops' discussion, although Pope John Paul II has ruled the subject
off limits.
Asked if this meant "the genie is now out the bottle," Bishop Pierre
R, DuMaine of San Jose, Calif., said "yes," adding at a news conference, "The debate will continue."
Calling It the "driving" core of the debate here, Cardinal Joseph
Bernardin of Chicago said:
"You know as well as I that a simple fiat" decreeing silence "will
not settle the Issue."
He won passage of a plan for more "study and dialogue" about the
ban on female priests.
"What we need now is to engage our people, to truly listen, to explain, to challenge to show that our tradition really makes sense," he
said.
The rejected document on women firmly prohibited women's ordination. While affirming women's equal dignity, the document

"What we need now is to engage our people, to truly listen,
to explain, to challenge to show that our tradition really
makes sense."
Joseph Bernardin, Chicago Cardinal

underlined sexual differences. It condemned discriminatory sexism,
but said women partly share blame for it.
The Vatican had intervened repeatedly in shaping the contents, but
Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro declined to comment on the
vote, calling it a decision of the American bishops.
Navarro called attention to a document issued by the pope in 1988
that condemned discrimination and reaffirmed a ban on female
priests.
In Washington, Bishop Michael D. Pfeifer of San Angelo, Texas,
said the proposed pastoral letter failed to serve its purpose of responding to women's concerns and would have resulted in "more divisiveness and alienation" than ever.
Archbishop Oscar H. Lipscomb of Mobile, Ala, arguing for approval of the document, said bishops must not succumb to modern
moods but proclaim the church's teaching "despite the pain and
alienation it causes."
Referring to the surfacing among them of the previously shunned
question of ordaining women, John G. Vlazny of Winona, Minn., said
it just "happened" unintended. He said the "neuralgic issue" won't go
away.
Under the adopted Bernardin move, the 28,000-word document,
called "One in Christ, Toward a Pastoral Response to Concerns of
Women for Church and Society," now goes to committees to stimulate
more dialogue about it.
Under an amendment, the document also is to be published, but
without church teaching authority behind it.

The Associated Press

v/l purchase of a
Double Cheeseburger

WASHINGTON -- The
government did not consider
alternatives to closing the Mound
Plant and doesn't know the least
expensive way to shrink the nation's nuclear weapons complex,
congressional investigators said
Wednesday.

The Energy Department's plan
"did not examine all reasonable
options," the General Accounting
Office said. "The costs are uncertain and the technical risks of
consolidation were not thoroughly examined."
That is what Ohio lawmakers
have been saying all year.
"The GAO report Is the
strongest evidence yet that the

Fries

Energy Department's plan to
close Mound is wasteful and illconceived," said Rep. Tony Hall,
D-Ohio, whose district includes
the plant.

Offer expires I

Sen. John Glenn, D-Ohio, who
released the report, said it
proved his contention the Bush
administration's decision to close
the Mound facilitates weapons
plants the nation no longer needs.
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CANTON, OHIO -- A man
and woman have each been
sentenced to five to 25
years in prison after pleading guilty to charges of involuntary manslaughter in
the death of their 6-weekoldson.
Alicia Ross, 18, and Michael Wright, 19, were sentenced Tuesday by Stark
County Common Pleas
Judge James Gwin. They
will be eligible for parole in
about three and a half
years.
The couple pleaded guilty
Oct. 5 to involuntary manslaughter and endangering
their child. They were to be
sentenced last week, but
their attorneys said a Stark
County adult probation investigator slanted a report
to the judge. The attorneys
tried to withdraw the guilty
pleas Tuesday.
The couple's son, Derrick
Wright, died Nov. 14, 1991,
of malnutrition.
Attorney Ron Pleis, who
represented Wright, said
the couple would apply for
shock probation in six
months and both parents
would appeal their convictions.
Defense attorneys said
Ross and Wright were genuinely concerned about
their child but were failed
by the social system. Three
child-care professionals
visited the couple's starving child and none thought
there was a crisis situation,
the attorneys said.
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NATO to help in Yugoslavian blockade
by Robert J.WIelurd
The Associated Press
BRUSSELS, Belgium - The NATO allies agreed today to help impose a naval blockade on Yugoslavia in an effort to force a halt to the
ethnic war in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Romania announced it has begun searching Danube River shipping
for cargos bound for Yugoslavia in violation of a UN embargo.
In a statement, the 16 NATO members said they would "coordinate
and cooperate" in a blockade with the Western European Union, a
nine-nation group that is being developed as the defense arm of the
European Community.
Foreign and defense ministers from the union nations Intend to set
plans for a blockade during a meeting in Rome on Friday, a union
official who spoke on condition of anonymity said Tuesday.
The two groups have had nine to 10 frigates in the Adriatic Sea
monitoring shipping to Yugoslavia. A 6-month-old U.N. trade embargo did not have any provisions for stopping suspected violators of
the sanctions until Monday, when the Security Council voted to allow

such actions.
The resolution will allow Western warships to intercept ships suspected of smuggling just as they have in enforcing the trade embargo
on Iraq - opening fire if necessary, U.N. diplomats said.
Even with the Western powers working together, the key to cutting
off trade will be cooperation from Yugoslavia's neighbors. So far, the
U.N. embargo has been widely circumvented, primarily by goods
carried in on trucks or by boats on the Danube.
Romania said that acting under the new U.N. resolution, its customs officials have stopped several boats on the Danube headed for
Yugoslavia. Inspections were still under way and there was no word
on whether any of the shipments violated the embargo and would be
impounded.
The embargo aims to punish Yugoslavia -- now only Serbia and
Montenegro - for supporting Serb nationalists who have seized 70
percent of Bosnia since the republic's majority Muslims and Croats
voted for independence last spring.
The announcement from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
came after a regular weekly meeting of NATO ambassadors.
"NATO forces would coordinate and cooperate with the WEU and

possibly other countries" to impose the U.N. trade embargo, the
statement said. It said specific decisions on implementing the blockade would be made after consultations with NATO military officials.
Senior U.S. officials In Washington said Tuesday that the blockade
would mainly be carried out by western European nations, although
the United States would provide planes and ships.' The officials said it
would take about 10 days to work out details for imposing the blockade.
The Security Council's latest resolution prodded Bulgaria and
Romania to enforce the blockade on the Danube, which flows along
their border linking Yugoslavia to the Black Sea Washington has offered U.S. surveillance to help them pinpoint suspicious ships.
But those nations are themselves struggling to emerge from the
ravages of more than four decades of Communist rule, and enforcing
the embargo has been far from a priority.
Romanians, among Europe's poorest people, have found profit in
smuggling to Yugoslavia. But Romania's deputy transport minister,
Calin Marinescu, said today that his country already was acting
under the new U.N. resolution.

US, Vietnam try to Police arrest Pakistani protestors
improve relations at banned anti-government rally
by Grant Peck
The Associated Press

by Zahid Hussaln
The Associated Press

HANOI, Vietnam - President Bush plans to reward Vietnam
for its increased cooperation in accounting for American MIAs,
but full normalization of relations is not imminent, visiting
United States senators said today.
Bush's promise to respond soon to Vietnam's help in resolving
the fates of more than 2,200 American servicemen missing from
the Vietnam War came in a letter to President Le Due Ann.
Bush's letter was delivered by John Kerry, D-Mass., who
heads the Senate Select Committee on POW-MIA Affairs. Other
committee members in Hanoi are Tom Daschle, D-S.D. and
Hank Brown, R-Colo.
Kerry told a news conference the letter lays out a "road map"
toward normalized relations between former enemies and promises reciprocal action by the United States for Vietnam's cooperation.
"Many options are available for the president. He did not say
specifically which he would exercise ... He said he would act,"
Kerry told reporters.
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RAWALPINDI, Pakistan - Police arrested former Prime
Minister Benazir Bhutto today
after she and supporters broke
through police barricades to lead
a banned anti-government
protest.
An Associated Press reporter
watched as about 200 police surrounded Bhutto and took her into
custody along with other political
leaders who support her bid to
oust the government of Prime
Minister Nawaz Sharif. She was
driven to an unknown destination, escorted by police vans.
"My arrest won't make any difference. The struggle will continue," she told a crowd of 30,000
to 40,000 supporters, who en-

Continued from page one.

dured steady bursts of tear gas to
listen to her brief address.
"My arrest won't make any difference. The struggle win
She urged her supporters to
storm the Parliament in Islama- continue."
bad and throw the government
Benazir Bhutto, former Prime Minister of Pakistan
out. After her arrest, the angry
crowd battled thousands of riot
police in Rawalpindi's dark, nartraveling to Islamabad to join the in October 1990.
row streets.
march.
Bhutto, who was dismissed
Bhutto, an articulate politician from power in August 1990 for alBhutto and many supporters
were injured earlier when baton- known for her ability to attract leged corruption, nepotism and
wielding police attacked the crowds, was arrested as she abuse of power, had called on Pacrowd as it broke through barri- proceeded with her plans for a kistanis to join her march and
cades around her home in nearby 10-mile march from Rawalpindi help remove Sharif, who comIslamabad. Bhutto was hit to the federal capital, Islamabad. mands a solid majority in Parliament
several times but appeared un- Public protests are banned.
She is demanding the dismissal
The U.S., British and other
hurt.
of Sharif's conservative Islamic Western embassies liad urged
Bhutto supporters and police government, charging it is cor- Bhutto to cancel the march, sayclashed in at least two other cit- rupt, repressive and came to ing it was irresponsible and could
ies as well, and police arrested power through a rigged election lead to unnecessary bloodshed.
the former prime minister's
mother, Nusrat, in the eastern
city of Lahore while she was

Lawsuit

Continued from page one.

BORN TO BE STYLED

ting up is a tested democratic
I system," Stoner said.
■
Hakel urges faculty who are
not certain about collective bar| gaining to read the Faculty Association Charter.
Stoner said a lot of the criticisms contained in the AAI's Key
Questions are based on the preliminary copy of the charter and
do not currently apply.

Style it fast. Style it right.
With VaVoomf Volumizing
hair care from Matrix
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and shine. Stop
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"[The Key Questions] is filled
with a strange kind of prejuw/ purchase of a
i dice," Stoner said. "It's as if they
were looking for things to
Double Cheeseburger
criticize."
Stoner said the current draft of
I the Faculty Association AcaOder expires I demic Charter has been editorial434 E. Wooster
12/1/92
. ly revised and is now on reserve
in the library.
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This latest suit is one of nine post-sentencing complaints filed by
Donaldson since his 1986 incarceration.
"We get named everytime [a complaint by Donaldson] comes
down," said Gerald Perry, North Baltimore police chief, when hearing he and former police chief Donald Hendren are named in the current suit.
Hendren was North Baltimore's police chief at the time of Donaldson's arrest. Perry was an officer with the department.
In his lawsuit, Donaldson claims Perry "blackmailed" prosecution
witness Kyle Peters into testifying against him. Hendren is named in
the suit because he "failed his duty to properly supervise the department and permitted illegal acts to be committed by Perry," Donaldson's suit reads. "I'm denying everything he's saying," Perry said.
"He has no basis for [the suit]. If he had a basis, we'd be back in
court."
Donaldson named Kurfess in this latest complaint, claiming the
judge failed to respond to another plea submitted more than a year
ago requesting the court reconsider his conviction. Donaldson said
the judge's alleged failure to respond denies him due process under
law and violates his 14th amendment right.
"He's just ignored that plea," Donaldson said. "All [his office]has
sent me is that he received the docket, and that was a year ago."
Kurfess could not be reached for comment.
Judge Gale Williamson, who presided over Donaldson's case in
1986, said while it is not unusual for convicts to sometimes file
several post sentence complaints from prison, he doesn't believe
Donaldson has been mistreated.
"I think he's been very fairly treated by our court," Williamson
said.
Joseph Westmeyer, the attorney who defended Donaldson at the
1986 trial, said he "saw no error" during the trial and believes "justice was served."
Because the current suit names Wood County Common Pleas Court
as a defendant, Williamson said visiting Judge Mike Kelble, Seneca
County, would most likely review the complaint, which was written
by Donaldson without the assistance of an attorney.
Jim Weinandy, research assistant for Common Pleas Court Judge
Donald DeCessna, said it is very rare for a convict to win a postconviction release, let alone a lawsuit filed pro se [without the help of
an attorney].
"I haven't seen a pro se or a post-conviction release win yet,"
Weinandy, who has served three years at Common Pleas Court, said.
Greg Bakies, attorney for University Student Legal Services,
agreed it is difficult for people to legally represent themselves, especially when presenting a written complaint.
"[The court] cannot deny pleading based on grammar," Bakies
said." But if he is not grammatically correct, it may affect the persuasiveness [of the complaint]."
Donaldson's lawsuit contains numerous grammatical mistakes.
"That's the risk of doing anything pro se," Bakies added.
Williamson said his office expects Judge Kelble will review Donaldson's complaint to determine whether there are grounds for a
formal court hearing.
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A real man stands
behind his opinion
What a mess I'm in.
When I christened my column at the beginning of this
year, I decided that I would
be a little different than some
of the other columnists that
have come and gone at this
paper.
I decided that, since this
was an opinion column, I
would be a little opinionated
in my views. Doesn't seem toe
far-fetched, does it?
I've often been asked why
my column seems so outspoken and gruff. I respond by
telling them that the purpose
of my column is to entertain,
first and foremost. I like to
make light of the sporting
world, and I'll do anything to
achieve this. This may include:
•Insulting the Browns (admit it, they deserve it)
•Portraying Deion Sanders
and Shaquille O'Neal as demigods (they are)
"Pretending Tom Candiotti
plays for the Blue Jays (not
everyone fell for it)
•Taking a few shots at our
school's athletic teams

not a team in the MAC with
the talent and experience to
challenge the Lady Falcons.
The names seem so familiar
because these women have
been on the Varsity for three
or four years running now:
Nordmann, Lendvay, Scott,
Cassell. These veterans,
along with a great freshman
class, will power BG to at
least two wins in The Tourney.

Mark DeChant
There's no doubt that we'll
be celebrating a MAC hoops
championship come March
But how about two?
Yes, two. The men's team
has a great chance to go all
the way. Although Tuesday's
game was by no means
against MAC-caliber competition, it did give us all a
chance to see a very young,
talented basketball team begin a season that will, hopefully, include more than a few
surprises.

"When I seemingly Hut down' the hockey, football, and
basketball teams last week, I was immediately labeled
the anti-fan,' a term which is not dissimilar to 'the
anti-Christ'"

Oooh, sore spot. That last
little item is what everyone is
bugging about. When I seemingly "put down" the hockey,
football and basketball teams
last week, I was immediately
labeled "the anti-fan," a term
which is not dissimilar to "the
anti-Christ."
My simple answer - lighten
up!
Now I'm not one to justify
my actions - or, to put it into
House terms, "sell out" - but
I thought my readers were
more intelligent than to think
I was really trying to degrade
those teams. I think our
school is sweet, especially on
the field and the courts.
Hey, I'm on the track team,
so I get to enjoy the labels
"cross country fag" and
"running geek" until I graduate ...
So now that my Political Position o' the Week is out of the
way, I'd like to talk some
hoops, specifically BG hoops.
Although a few people might
have read our season previews, I don't think everybody quite understands
what's up with our basketball
teams this year.
First and foremost, here's
the rundown on the women's
team: They will be representing Bowling Green in the
NCAA tournament. This team
will be as dominant, as it is
returning nine players from
the team that went 2-1-5 last
season. In my opinion, there's
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They have a positive attitude, which is the first step
toward success. The Falcons
spoke volumes with their play
on the court.
Michael Huger: We can win
it all. Watch me quarterback
our team to the title.
Shane Kline-Ruminski: We
can win it all. Watch me dispel any myths about the
'Freshman of the Year, Sophomore Slump.'
Ray Lynch: We can win it
all. Strictly defense, huh?
Watch me be strictly business
when I've got the rock.
Eric Steaple, James Ceresier, Ramon Knopper We can
win it all. There's some new
kids on the blocks.
George Finney, Floyd Miller, Matt Otto, Mike Swanson:
We can win it all. We've got a
year under our belt now, too.
Soon to be heard from:
Vada Burnett, Shane Komives
andRalfMelis.
Everyone on the team believes in themselves. They
live in the shadow of the success of the football team, and
even their counterparts on
the women's team.
This year, they might be
casting their own shadows.
Mark DeChant is a sophomore antagonology major,
and is a weekly columnist for
The News.

Browns wait for Kosar
by Chuck Melvin
The Associated Press

BEREA, Ohio - Bernie Kosar returned to practice with the Cleveland Browns on Wednesday for the f irst time since he broke his ankle
in September.
Coach Bill Belichick, however, is taking a wait-and-see attitude
about how long it will be before Kosar can play. Belichick has already
said he will stick with Mike Tomczak as his starter for Sunday's game
at Minnesota.
"I can only go by what I see," Belichick said. "You cant plan too far
ahead on this. You don't know what the circumstances are going to
be."
Kosar has been sidelined since Sept. 14, when his right ankle was
broken as he was sacked by Miami linebacker John Of ferdahl. The inJury occurred In the second quarter, but Kosar remained in the game
and nearly rallied the Browns to victory in the closing minutes.
Cleveland lost 27-23 on Mark Hlggs' touchdown run with seven
seconds left.
Doctors originally thought Kosar would need about six weeks to
heal, but It has already been nine weeks.
"He'll start out going through drills and running some scout plays,"
Belichick said. "He's been going through rehab. Now he's ready to
take the next step."
Wednesday's practice was closed to reporters, as usual, and Kosar
said through team spokesman Kevin Byrne that he would prefer to
wait until Thursday before commenting on how the ankle felt.

B.Bonds
wins again

Miami goes to the Dome
The Associated Press

Big games are nothing new at the Carrier Dome.
Only this time, the game is football.
Known primarily as the home of Syracuse's
high-profile basketball team, the Dome will be the
setting for a huge football game Saturday - topranked Miami (9-0) against the No. 8 Orangemen
(9-1).
At stake are Big East bragging rights, bowl bids
and Miami's chance for a second straight national
championship.
The Hurricanes say they aren't worried about
playing in the ultra-loud Dome before 50,000
screaming fans.
"We like going into hostile environments,"
receiver Lamar Thomas said. "We like people
screaming obscene things, calling us jailbirds and
convicts. It turns us on and makes me want to
score touchdowns."
Miami has scored plenty of touchdowns in its
last four games after struggling for points early in
the season. However, the Hurricanes will be facing
a Syracuse defense that has given up only 36 points
in its last four games.
"They've got a very good defense," said Miami
quarterback Gino Torretta, the school's career
passing leader. "They're very fast and they give
you a lot of looks in the secondary, which is why
they have so many interceptions."
Syracuse quarterback Marvin Graves is the nation's leading passer, but he will be tested by a
Miami defense that is giving up only 11 points and
166 passing yards per game.
Although the Orangemen are playing at home,
remember that their only loss this season - 35-12
to Ohio State - came at the Carrier Dome. Furthermore, an experienced Miami team that played
before 96,000 Perm State fans last month won't be
intimidated by the deafening Dome crowd.
The Hurricanes are favored by six points ....
MIAMI 24-21.
Texas Christian (plus 25) at No. 4 Texas A&M

Aggies must impress poll voters ... TEXAS A&M
45-10.
No. 5 Washington (minus 14) at Washington St
Huskies headed for third straight Rose Bowl ...
WASHINGTON 34-17.
No. 6 Michigan (minus 7) at No. 17 Ohio St.
Wolverines have won four straight over Buckeyes ... OHIO ST. 24-21.
No. 9 Florida (minus 6 ) at Vanderbilt
Gators 0-3-1 in last four trips to Nashville ...
VANDERBILT 17-16.
Iowa St. (plus 18) at No. 11 Colorado
Cyclones coming off shocking win over Nebraska ... COLORADO 31-21.
No. 25 Wake Forest (plus 8 ) at No. 13 North
Carolina St.
Demon Deacons have won six consecutive
games... N.C. ST. 17-14.
No. 14 Stanford (minus 2 ) at California
The Cardinal hasn't lost Big Game since 1986 ...
STANFORD 24-17.
No. 15 Southern Cal (minus 9) at UCLA
Bruins finish with losing record ... SOUTHERN
CAL 17-10.
Arizona St. (plus 7) at No. 16 Arizona
Sun Devils haven't won at Tucson since 1980 ...
ARIZONA 21-7.
No. 19 Boston College (minus 17) at Army
Eagles snap two-game losing streak ... BOSTON
COLLEGE 31-10.
Kentucky (plus 17 ) at No. 20 Tennessee
Johnny Majors' last home game ... TENNESSEE
34-14.
No. 21 North Carolina (minus 7) at Duke
Duke fans are ready for basketball ... NORTH
CAROLINA 28-14.
No. 22 Kansas (minus 7 ) at Missouri
Second-oldest rivalry in Division I-A... KANSAS
27-24.
Pittsburgh (plus 21) at No. 23 Penn St.
Intrastate rivals won't meet again until 1997 ...
PENN ST. 34-21.
Last week: 12-5 (straight); 9-7 (spread).
Season: 156-46 (straight); 92-89 (spread).

Mitchell stabilizes Reds
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - The acquisition of slugger Kevin Mitchell
has stabilized a Cincinnati Reds
starting outfield thrown into
transition by the off-season trade
of regular right fielder Paul O'Neill.
Reds manager Tony Perez said
the trade Tuesday that sent lefthanded reliever Norm Charlton
to the Seattle Mariners in
exchange for Mitchell sets Cincinnati's starting lineup.
"We needed a cleanup hitter,"
Perez said. "Kevin Mitchell is a
guy who can drive in runs."
The opening day lineup figures

to have Mitchell in left field,
Roberto Kelly in center and Reggie Sanders in right. The Reds
obtained Kelly in the trade that
sent O'Neill to the New York
Yankees.
The Mitchell trade should allow Blp Roberts to settle at second base. Roberts played second,
third and the outfield last year
under manager Lou Piniella, who
is now Seattle's manager.
Hal Morris is the incumbent
first baseman, with Barry Larkin
at shortstop and Chris Sabo at
third.
Roberts said he is pleased with
the trade.
"Kevin Mitchell is the kind of
hitter who puts fear in pitchers'

hearts (with) one swing of the
bat. That's definitely what we
need.
"Last year, I played a lot of positions because that's what the
team needed. If they need me to
play second, that's fine," Roberts
said.
The Reds plan to have coach
Ron Oester, a former Reds second baseman, work with Roberts
in spring training.
Mitchell is about to enter the
third year of a four-year, $15 million contract.
The Reds are hoping that Mitchell bounces back from a subpar
1992 season, when he hit nine
home runs and drove in 67 runs
in only 99 games.

The Brothers of

T

by CUT THIS LINE
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Barry Bonds'
value as a free agent went up a
little Wednesday after he was
named the National League Most
Valuable Player for the second
time In three years.
Bonds was an easy winner over
Atlanta Braves' Terry Pendleton,
receiving 18 of a possible 24
first-place votes in balloting by
the Baseball Writers Association
of America Bonds finished with
304 points, followed by Pendleton
with 232 points, including four
first-place votes, and San Diego
Padres' Gary Sheffield with two
first-place votes and 204 points.
Bonds led the Pittsburgh Pirates to their third straight NL
East title by hitting .311 with 34
homers and 103 RBIs. He also
scored 109 runs and walked 127
times.
The left fielder also won the
MVP award in 1990. He is the
10th player to win more than one
MVP, joining such Hall of
Famers as Stan Musial, Willie
Mays and Ernie Banks.
For winning MVP honors,
Bonds gets a $250,000 bonus
from the Pirates. That raised his
1992 income to $5.05 million, including bonuses.
"I never set goals for myself,"
Bonds said recently. "I prepare
the same way every year. I would
do the same things if you paid me
one dollar."
The difference this winter is
that Bonds is preparing to play
for a new team in 1993. The AllStar outfielder will be a looking
for a contract that pays him at
least $7 million per season and
it's unlikely the Pirates can afford it.
"I haven't closed the door to
anything," Bonds said. "I don't
really want to get involved in the
negotiations. My agent will let
me know what's going on."
The teams most interested in
Bonds are the New York Yankees
and Braves. During the NL
playoffs. Bonds went house hunting in the Atlanta area.
Bonds, 28, has emerged as one
of the best players in the major
leagues because of his all-around
abilities.
"I had the best manager and
coaching staff in the major
leagues," Bonds said. "Jim Leyland was like my other pair of
eyes."
Bonds and Leyland both suffered through their share of disappointments in the postseason,
losing three straight years to the
NL West champion.
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Rockies look for leadership
Nied, Cole, Bichette and Galarraga lead Coloracb
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - The Colorado
Rockies say they're ready to play
ball. In fact, manager Don Baylor
proved it by presenting next
year's opening-day lineup with a
major leaguer at every position.
The Florida Marlins, meanwhile, can't begin to predict who
will start in April. Not that they're worried about it.
By late Tuesday night, after an
expansion draft in which Bryan
Harvey, Charlie Hayes and Joe
Girardi were taken but Danny
Tartabull, Lee Smith and Jack
Morris were not, both new teams
said they liked what they got.
And, after a flurry of seven
trades that followed the sevenhour event and moved Danny
Jackson, Jody Reed and Walt Weiss to new clubs, a lot of other
clubs felt the same way.
In the only deal that did not involve an expansion team, Seattle
and Cincinnati made the biggest
trade of the day. The Mariners
swapped disappointing slugger
Kevin Mitchell for reliever Norm
Charlton, just eight days after
former Reds manager Lou Pinie11a took the job in Seattle.
No trades could be announced
until all three rounds of the draft
were finished and each new
National League team had 36
players.
The Rockies, wanting power
hitters to play at Mile High Stadium and pitchers who know how
to keep the ball in the park, used
their first 11 picks to choose
players with big-league experience. The 13 players Colorado
took in the first round had combined to play 2,794 games in the
majors, and would've had an

average age of 26.7 next opening
day.
"It's been a pretty exciting
day," Rockies general manager
Bob Gebhard said. "We do want
to get out, look at our roster,
study it a little and see what
areas we needed to straighten
and grow with"
Colorado, as expected, took Atlanta pitching prospect David
Nied with the No. 1 choice. Baylor said Nied would start the
Rockies' first game and be
backed with a lineup that includes Jerald Clark, Alex Cole
and Dante Bichette in the outfield, Hayes and Andres Galarraga - signed Monday as a free
agent - in the infield, Joe Girardi
catching and Darren Holmes in
the bullpen.
"We went after the guys we
wanted right away," Baylor said.
So did the Marlins. They just
wanted a different set of players
who were left off 15-man protected lists, and weren't worried
about setting their opening-day
lineup just yet.
Florida's first-rounders have
combined to play Just 622 games
in the majors, with Harvey in 247
of them. The average of the Marlins' first 13 picks will be 24.6
next April.
"We're thrilled with the way
everything fit," Marlins general
manager Dave Dombrowski said.
The Marlins added to their roster right away. Minutes after the
draft ended, the fun started, the
Marlins made four deals in which
they:
- Traded catcher Eric Helf and,
drafted from Oakland, back to
the Athletics along with a player
to be named for shortstop Weiss.
-- Traded Jackson, taken from
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Hope for 'Cuse victory
Although this year's attendance may not have been
indicative (to say the least), I'm
sure there are many of you
Falcon Football fanatics out
there whose hearts are bleeding uncontrollably due to the
conclusion of the regular
season.
You're sitting there in your
pool of tears yearning for
someone other than Ohio State
to get excited about this weekend.
Well, friends, fret no longer.
What I offer to you is the following: root for Syracuse.
Syracuse, you ask?
Yes, Syracuse.
You see, I'm very disgusted,
and I'm sure many of you
would agree, with the lack of
recognition our football program has received in the
national polls over the past two
seasons.
For example, before last
year, the team, under Moe
Must Go, amassed a whopping
total of 20 wins in five seasons.
Under Gary Blackney, they've won that many in just two.
Last year, the team went 11-1
including the Cal Bowl victory
over Fresno. However, the
team never even sniffed the
Top 25, which they more than
deserved to be a part of.
This year, they're 9-2, yet

stiffs like San Diego State (5-3)
and Illinois (5-4) are ranked in
front of them. The pollsters
claim lack of competition; I
claim injustice. Which brings
me to why we must all root for
Syracuse this weekend. You
see, Syracuse takes on number
one ranked Miami on Saturday.
So what, you say?

•O.K. Central Michigan has
beaten Michigan State, 24-20
'Michigan State has beaten
Wisconsin, 26-10
•Wisconsin has beaten Ohio
State, 20-16
"and Ohio State blasted Syracuse, 35-12
Therefore, if Syracuse Is
able to knock off the undefeated Hurricanes, it only
makes sense that Bowling
Green, with the above documentation, should be number
one!
Sure, this may be stretching
things a tad, but hopefully, the
point will be taken.
Hopefully, someone outside
Northwest Ohio and the MidAmerican Conference will realize that there's a pretty
powerful football team here in
Bowling Green.
Hopefully, when this team
embarrasses another pitiful
Big West foe, it won't be radically overlooked.
Hopefully, when this team
has put the exclamation point
on another outstanding campaign, they'll get what they deserve most... respect.
Russ Eckard is a sports
writer/or The News who also
wants the Orange to win because he hates Miami and still
has hopes that FSU can win a
crown.

Pittsburgh, to Philadelphia for
21-year-old pitchers Joel Adamson and Matt Whisenant. Jackson, who also pitched for Pittsburgh, went to his fourth team
this year.
- Traded pitcher Greg Hibbard, selected from the Chicago
White Sox, to the Chicago Cubs
for shortstop Alex Arias and
third baseman Gary Scott.
Russ Eckard
- Traded pitcher Tom Edens,
taken from Minnesota, to Houston for pitchers Hector Carrasco
and Brian Griffiths.
"We felt, in Walt Weiss, we
were able to acquire a quality,
big-league shortstop that solidifies our defense up the middle
with Bret Barberie at second and
Chuck Carr in center field,"
Dombrowski said.
Weiss, the 1988 rookie of the
year for the Athletics, had lost
his job as a full-time starter for
Well, as far as 1 can tell, with
Oakland.
an Orangemen victory, BowlThe Rockies didn't miss out on
ing Green should shake the irthe frenzy, either. In two deals,
reverence they've gotten and
they:
vault into AP and UPI's top
- Traded second baseman
spot and thus, a chance to beReed, drafted from Boston, to
come national champions by
Los Angeles for pitcher Rudy
winning the Las Vegas Bowl.
Seanez.
Thrown for a loop? Well,
- Traded outfielder Kevin
consider the following:
Reimer, taken from Texas, to
"Earlier this season, the FalMilwaukee for Bichette.
cons defeated Central MichiCharlton had 26 saves last
gan, right?
season. But Reds general manager Jim Bowden said having
Charlton and Rob Dibble sharing
the closer spot no longer worked.
After Nied was chosen, P.orida
took Nigel Wilson, an outfield
prospect from Toronto. It fig- The Associated Press
"I think I could've played at Michigan or another
ured that the two best teams in
school. But this is where I'm happy and I wouldn't
1992 would be tapped to start
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Four years ago, Steve Tovar take it back for anything."
stocking the National League was ready to sign on the dotted line to play football
Tovar has thrived at Ohio State. He is in his third
clubs that might be the worst in for Michigan. Instead, he changed his mind and straight year of leading Ohio State in tackles, with
1993.
went to Ohio State.
113 so far. He also has nine tackles for losses, two
That decision has cost him four Big Ten Confer- sacks, has blocked two kicks and has forced two
ence championship rings and three trips to the fumbles.
Rose Bowl. Yet the two-time first-team allHis coach, John Cooper, calls him the best deconference linebacker has no regrets, at least none fensive player he has ever had during a 31-year
that he'll admit to publicly.
coaching career.
"I think there's a lot of intangible things that
But always there has been the shadow of Michiweek's poll all have tough games rings or titles can't describe," Tovar said during gan's accomplishments and of what might have
preparations for his final game against the school been.
remaining.
"When I was younger, I had a little resentment,"
Miami plays No. 8 Syracuse that he almost attended.
When No.6 Michigan comes to Ohio Stadium Sat- he said. "As I got older, it's more of a pride factor.
and San Diego State, led by Heisman Trophy contender Mar- urday to play the 17th-ranked Buckeyes, Tovar You just want to beat them after a while. It's not a
shall Faulk. Alabama faces bitter will again be staring at everything he missed. He revenge factor; I just flat-out want to win one."
All year long, Tovar was aware of Michigan's
rival Aubum and either No. 9 has yet to play on a team that has beaten the WolFlorida or No. 10 Georgia in the verines, who have won the last four games with status in the national rankings and or its succesSEC title game. Florida State fin- their rivals to the south. He has yet to be on a win- sion of great players and great victories.
ishes against Florida, and Texas ning team in a bowl game.
But the 6-foot-4,240-pound Butkus Award candi"They were on ESPN every Saturday. (Running
A&M closes with Texas Christian
back Tyrone) Wheatley this, Wheatley that. (Quardate said he doesn't dwell on such things.
and traditional rival Texas.
"I chose a school based on the people I liked, not terback Elvis) Grbac this, and Grbac that. And
"There's still a lot of football to
be played," said Jim Brock, only the players but the coaches and the program rightfully so. They're one of the better teams not
selection chairman for the Cotton that was heading in the right direction," said the only in the conference but also the country. So they
Bowl. "We may not have these Elyria native. "I'll never resent not going to Mich- get a lot of pub and they score a lot of points.
igan and coming here because I've had a lot of suc- They're always on the highlights and they live up
bowls figured out until Dec. 6."
to it," he said.
If there's no change in the cess and made a lot of friends.
rankings between now and then.
Brock will have to make a difficult decision. Which team should
he pick as A&M's opponent in the
Cotton, No. 3 Florida State or No. by Terry Klnney
7 Notre Dame? Florida State The Associated Press
National League spokeswoman
Schott said she did not make
would be higher ranked, but Nosuch a comment. She said she has Katy Feeney said the league had
tre Dame would be a better teleused the word "nigger" in her no comment.
vision draw for a game that
CINCINNATI - Home run king life, but had never asked a black
"When the commissioner's ofusually gets low ratings.
Hank Aaron wants baseball to In- if the word was offensive.
fice begins an investigation, we
Based on facts, figures and a vestigate allegations of racism
"Any halfway intelligent per- don't announce it to the world
little guesswork, here's the AP's against Cincinnati Reds owner son knows that word is that we are investigating," deprojected bowl lineups:
Marge Schott. Aaron said com- offensive," Aaron told The Cin- puty baseball commissioner
Sugar (Miami-Alabama); Cot- ments Schott allegedly made to cinnati Enquirer. "If a person Steve Greenberg told The Enton (Texas A&M-Florida State); former employees were "really doesn't know its offensive, or has quirer. "We have had countless
Orange (Nebraska-Notre Dame); heavy, heavier than what to ask, 'Is it offensive?' they need investigations that no one even
Rose (Washington-Michigan); brought down Al Campanis."
to have their head examined."
knows about."
Fiesta (Colorado-Syracuse);
Campanis, a former Los AngelNeither Schott nor general
The allegations of racial disBlockbuster (Penn State- es Dodgers executive, was fired manager Jim Bowden returned crimination and name calling
Stanford); Gator (North Carolina in 1987 after he said on national calls Wednesday seeking reac- came to light because Sabo said
State-Georgia); Citrus (Ohio television that blacks did not tion to Aaron's comment.
he was fired because he objected
State-Florida); Hall of Fame have the "necessities" to be big"Baseball must come forward to Schorl's alleged prejudice In
(Boston College-Tennessee); Lib- league managers and general and make it known to the world: hiring and promoting minorities.
erty (Air Force-Mississippi); managers.
He also alleged that he was
'We won't stand for this. There is
Freedom (Southern Cal-WisconFormer Reds front-office em- no place for it In the national pas- fired because he refused to docsin); Hancock (Arizona-Texas); ployees have said that she re- time,'" said Aaron, senior vice tor the Reds books and because
Independence (Wake Forest- ferred to former Reds stars Eric president of the Atlanta Braves. Schott wanted to retaliate against
Oregon); Aloha (Hawaii-Kansas). Davis and Dave Parker as "mil- "Baseball needs to investigate. him for testifying for her limited
partners in a lawsuit last year.
lion-dollar niggers."
Baseball must investigate."

Tovar's comfortable at OSU

Bowl site not set for title
The Associated Press
The new bowl coalition
couldn't have asked for a better
start
With three weeks left in the
regular season, the coalition controls the top four teams in The
Associated Press poll and has a
good chance of producing a
national championship game in
the Sugar, Cotton or Fiesta bowls.
In the past, fierce competition
forced bowl officials to lock up
teams long before the season
ended, a risky system that often
led to disappointing matchups.
But now all the major bowls
except the Rose are part of a
postseason alliance designed to
produce the best possible pairings on Jan. 1. As a result, teams
and fans may not know their New
Year's destination until Dec. 6,
when the AP releases the rankings that will determine the
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selection order for the big coalition bowls.
If the season ended today, No. 1
Miami would play No. 2 Alabama
for the national title in the Sugar
Bowl. But both teams have two
games left, and a loss by either
could open the door for No. 3
Florida State or No. 4 Texas
A&M
Here's a few possibilities: Miami and Alabama lose, while
Florida State and Texas A&M win
their remaining games. Result:
No. 1 Florida State vs. No. 2
Texas A&M in the Cotton.
- Alabama loses; Miami, Florida State and Texas A&M win and
stay in the same order. Result:
No. 1 Miami vs. No. 2 Florida
State in the Fiesta (Miami beat
Florida State 19-16 earlier this
season, but the rematch would be
required under coalition rules).
- Alabama and Florida State
lose; Miami and Texas A&M win.
Result: No. 1 Miami vs. No. 2
Texas A&M in the Cotton.
- Miami loses, everybody else
wins. Result: No. 1 Alabama vs.
No. 2 Florida State in the Sugar.
If Alabama and Texas A&M
finish 1-2, they can't meet because Alabama would be committed to the Sugar as Southeastern
Conference champion and Texas
A&M would be obligated to the
Cotton as Southwest Conference
winner.
The only 'Tier One" coalition
bowl that doesn't have a shot at a
national championship game is
the Orange, which gives one
berth to the Big Eight winner. No
Big Eight team is currently in the
Top 10.
The four top teams in this

Aaron wants to hammer Schott

New Philosophy Classes
PHILOSOPHY 340 - ETHICS AND INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
This course will address itself to three international problems,
humanitarian and military intervention, international distributive justice
and war. In order to effectively analyze these questions, however,
moral skepticism and the moral standing of the nation-state must be
addressed first. The class will analyze these two issues first and then
move on to an analysis of the three specific international problems
TR 11:30-1:00
Section #3829
Instructor: Pam Ryan

PHILOSOPHY 320 - BUSINESS ETHICS
Study issues like drug tests and employee privacy, sexual harassment,
deceptive sales, false and manipulative advertising and insider trading
with Professor Jim Child, former corporate CEO and practicing
attorney. Learn about ethical issues which may well face you in
business or already confront you as a citizen and voter.
MW 4:30 - 6:00
Section #3822

Instructor: James Child

Don't Lose Out!!!
Early Leasing for 1993/94
Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Preferred Properties
8th & High - Rental Office - 352-9378
Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa
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Big Two battle for conference title Football playoff
Michigan and Indiana go head to head for Midwest crown
picture examined
by Hank Lowenkron
The Associated Press

The Big Ten has 11 teams, the Fab Five is
back at Michigan and Indiana returns four
starters. Mix up those numbers and you see
a battle for the conference title between the
Big Two and nine hopefuls.
Michigan and Indiana both ended last
season with Final Four losses to two-time
NCAA champion Duke. Both have the talent
for another Final Four trip. Kansas of the
Big Eight, the NCAA runner-up to Duke In
1991, also figures as a top contender for a
Final Four trip from the Midwest.
Of course, Michigan coach Steve Fisher
and Indiana's Bob Knight say the Big Ten
race is their primary concern.
"Our fans haven't seen that trophy since
the mid-1980s," said Fisher, whose Wolverines finished 25-9. Fisher is hoping a year of
maturity will pay dividends to the five
freshmen who started most of the season.
Forward Jalen Rose led the scoring last
season at 17.6 and forward Chris Webber
was the top rebounder at 10 per game, while
averaging 15.5 points. Forward-center
Juwan Howard averaged 11.1 points and was
the team's No. 2 rebounder at 6.2.
"I don't know who's going to jump out and
be the leader. The guy who has the qualities
.... it's Jalen," Fisher said.
Says Knight, who should record his 600th
overall and 500th Big Ten victories this
season: "Our season breaks down to three
elements. First we get ready for the conference season, then we seek the Big Ten title

Sampras beats
Becker, leads
in tennis World
Championships
by Nesha Starcevlc
The Associated Press

and then we turn to the postseason."
Knight'a record 588-210, while his Big Ten
mark is 486-160.
Knight, who has guided the Hoosiers to
three NCAA titles, lost to Duke 81-78 In the
NCAA semifinal and finished a game behind
Ohio State in the conference last season.
He has the most experienced team in the
region with senior forward Calbert Cheaney
starting the season fourth on Indiana's career-scoring list. The other returning starters are Damon Bailey, Greg Graham and
Alan Henderson.
Knight's major loss was Eric Anderson,
who averaged 10.9 points and was the club's
No. 2 rebounder at 5.1. Redshirt freshman
Brian Evans, a 6-foot-8 forward, and the return of junior guard Pat Graham - redshirted with a foot injury last season - provide
more depth along with freshman guard Malcolm Sims, who averaged 27.5 points and 11
rebounds last season.

Big Ten player of the year Jim Jackson's
move to the NBA with a year of college eligibility remaining turned a renovation job
for Ohio State coach Randy Ayers into a
major rebuilding project. Lawrence Funderburke is the only returning starter as the
Buckeyes seek a third consecutive conference crown. He averaged 12.2 points and 6.2
rebounds after becoming eligible the second
semester.
Ohio State finished 26-6 last season, losing
to Michigan 75-71 in an NCAA regional final.
Ayers' hopes for this season are boosted by
the recruiting of Indiana Mr. Basketball
Charles Macon, two-time Ohio Mr. Basket-

ball Greg Simpson and 6-6 guard Derek Anderson.
"We Uke both Greg and Charles coming
out of high school. We think they have a lot
of potential to develop into good players,"
Ayers said.
"Anderson was a surprise. ... The thing he
brings to our program ... is size at the twoguard position," he added.
Penn State isn't expected to contend for an
NCAA berth in its Big Ten debut, but Illinois,
Iowa, Michigan State and Purdue should be
in the chase.
Elsewhere, Miami of Ohio is a heavy
favorite to repeat in the Mid-American Conference. Coach Joby Wright returns four
starters from last season's 23-8 NCAA qualifier, although they combined to average only
23.8 points in Miami's pass-the-wealth
offense. Ball State, with two starters back,
shared second place with Western Michigan,
whose Leon McGeee is the MAC's top returning scorer. He averaged 15.1.
Evansville, which made it to the NCAA
tournament last year, has been tagged as an
overwhelming favorite in the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference with all five starters
back from a team that went 24-6.
Notre Dame, meanwhile, lost four starters
from coach John MacLeod's first Fighting
Irish squad which finished 18-15 in reaching
the NIT title game as it won 11 of its last 15
games.
Kansas' backcourt of Rex Walters and
Adonis Jordan should make the season enjoyable for coach Roy Williams. Iowa State
has everybody back from last year's 21-13
team.

Graf ousted in round one
of Virginia Slims tourney
by Bob Greene
The Associated Press

FRANKFURT, Germany
- It wasn't France and it
wasn't Henri Leconte. Boris
Becker and Germany suit
Pete Sampras better.
Sampras, the defending
champion, survived a hostile crowd and 15 aces fired
by Becker to beat the German 7-6, 7-6 on the opening
day of the ATP World
Championships on Tuesday.
Sampras folded under
pressure as the United
States lost the Davis Cup
final to France last year.
And he was upset again by
Henri Leconte in the Paris
Open less than two weeks
ago.
But against Becker and
the partisan German
crowd, Sampras stood firm.
He impressed Becker with
some shots the German said
he'd never seen before.
The moment of truth
came for Sampras in the
second set, with Becker
leading 5-4 and Sampras
down 30-40 in his serve.
With 9,000 fans stomping
their feet and shouting in
support of Becker, Sampras
stayed cool.

NEW YORK - Lori McNeil can
now drop the "almost" tag. By
rushing the net, she rushed Steffi
Graf right out of the Virginia
Slims Championships.
We're talking first round, and
Grafs already gone.
That hasn't happened since
Oct. 24, 1985, 100 tournament
ago. That was the last time Graf
lost before the quarterfinal
round.
"I stayed aggressive," McNeil
said. "That's the key."
She chipped and charged for 1
hour, 21 minutes, staying with
her game plan. And in the end,
she had a 7-6 (7-1), 6-4 victory
and a berth in the quarterfinals
of this season-ending tournament
for the first time in five tries.
Next, McNeil will face eighthseeded Conchita Martinez of
Spain, a 6-4, 6-3 winner over Bulgaria's Katerina Maleeva in
Tuesday night's final match.
Also advancing to the quarters
Tuesday was Jana Novotna, who
knocked off No. 6 Mary Joe Fernandez 7-6 (7-3), 6-2. Novotna
next plays top-seeded Monica
Seles.
Tonight, the first round Is
completed when No. 5 Arantxa
Sanchez Vicarlo plays Zina Garrison, No. 7 Jennifer Capriati

"Trie times that I've played her wel was when I came In a
lot That's my strength, and in order to beat a top player,
you have to match your strength against their weakness."
Lori McNeil, CUT OFF
meets Helena Sukova and No. 3
Gabriela Sabatinl battles Amy
Frazier.
But it was McNeil who starred
at Madison Square Garden on
Tuesday night.
Until now, she was remembered for almost upsetting
Graf in the 1987 U.S. Open.
"The times that I've played her
well was when I came in a lot,"
McNeil said. "That's my
strength, and In order to beat a
top player, you have to match
your strength against their
weakness."
Graf started the match as if
she was double-parked outside
the Garden in midtown Manhattan. By the time the fans had settled in their seats, Graf had a 5-1
lead and McNeil had yet to hold
serve.
"I think in the first set, up until
5-1, I was attacking and serving
well. I was playing great tennis,"
Graf said. "Then, suddenly that
disappeared."
"She got tentative and started
rushing a little bit," McNeil said
of Graf. "Steffi is a great plsyer.

She just got a little tentative today."
And McNeil took advantage,
winning the third and fourth
games to pull even. Although
Graf broke right back in the fifth
game, McNeil took charge, losing
only three points while winning
three straight games for a 5-4
lead, then breaking Graf from
deuce to close out the upset.

by Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press

OK, let's get it out of the way.
"It was a bad loss," Ray Handley said after Denver crushed
the Giants Sunday night.
"BUT WE STILL CONTROL OUR OWN DESTINY."
Meaning their backs aren't to the wall yet.
Before the cliches get out of control, here's a look at the
playoff picture, which is starting to clarify with six games to go.
NFC (which comes first because it always wins the Super
Bowl)
Despite the unexpected stumbling in the East, it's still a good
bet that the playoff teams will be the six teams that were in position six weeks ago - San Francisco, New Orleans, Minnesota,
Dallas, Philadelphia and Washington.
EAST: Dallas (8-2) should win the division and remains tied
with San Francisco for the ultimate home-field advantage.
Are the Cowboys too young to get to the Super Bowl? Maybe,
but their young legs are refreshing in a division where the banged up Redskins (6-4) and rudderless Giants (5-5) are old and the
Eagles are aging and still trying to figure out if they have a
quarterback.
The Giants (see above) can indeed make it on their own with
two games against the Eagles and one against the Redskins. But
they're banged up, probably not good enough and poorly
coached.
CENTRAL: Minnesota (7-3) will win a division in which every
one else is mediocre or worse. The best thing that can be said
about it is that Mike Ditka and Sam Wyche provide plenty to
write about.
But the Vikings probably will be the third-ranked division
winner and have to play in the wild-card round.
WEST: So what else is new? The 49ers (8-2) effectively have a
two-game lead because they've beaten the Saints (7-3) twice. San
Francisco will battle Dallas for the overall home field and have
three toughies - Philadelphia and Miami at home and Minnesota
on the road.
AFC
Watch out for San Diego, which has won five of six to reach 5-5
and plays nobody with a winning record. Tampa Bay, the
Raiders twice, Phoenix, Cincinnati and Seattle remain for the
Chargers, who started 0-4. A 10-6 finish could get them a wildcard.
Buffalo, Miami, Pittsburgh, Kansas City and Denver should
make it, leaving San Diego to battle Houston and maybe Cleveland for the last two spots. And, once again, the AFC title game is
likely to be frigid - the playoffs will run through Buffalo.
EAST: Buffalo (8-2) has control by virtue of Monday night's
win over Miami (7-3). It has a better division record and an easier schedule - the Bills get Denver at home, then finish at New
Orleans and Houston, while the Dolphins have consecutive
games at New Orleans and San Francisco after playing Houston
at home this week. Unless they lose two of those three, the Bills
should get the home field for all the playoffs.
CENTRAL: Pittsburgh (7-3) has a two-game edge over Houston (6-4) because of its two wins against the Oilers, who now
must play without Warren Moon.

R & R Sound
Super Sound Blowout

25°/c

samiCK Ji

wOTTsamick Music Corp.

(guitars, amps, & audio equipment)

131 W. Wooster
(1/2 block west of Main)
354-5055
*
■AllHEEMRHAVriDTOBE
BASAGANGSIUWr
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EVERY THURSDAY

10< NIGHT

7-9 pm
at Gamers
$1.00 Cover w/ College I.D.
Live Entertainment

893 S. Main
"G^OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOW

D.R.'s Personal
Transportation Service

Fall 1993 Listings Are Available.
Good Locations Close To Campus.
Hurr\/! Only a few left for second semester.
Leases beginning January 2,1993.
Call for more information at:

Private ■ Business • Commercial

352-0717

Greenbriar Inc.
_ JUUUUTJUUUULJL J

I

Your transportation to & from BG.
One Way or Round Trip.
Get to airports, Amtrak, bus stations,
or anywhere w/in 150 mile radius of BG.
Enjoy: -Luxury ride
■Great rates
• Group discounts
(2-5 persons)

For rates & reservations
phone 352-5793

,'. " t. '"•.. ■■'.:.— .:■:

o..
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

LOST & FOUND

'Friends of the Deal*
A special meeong will be held Sun.. Nov. 22
8:00 - 10:00pm. 202 Ed. We will watoh Bie
movie "Bndge lo Silence" Please jan us I

FOUND: Glasses in case found in 121 West
Hall. Claim in 302 West Hall.

A Glimpse of India
Culture, exotic food, and
the move Land of Diversity
Nov 21 si, 7 9pm Off W. 11th tkxx
Philosophy Club - the meeting lor lonight has
been cancelled Have a great weekend'
SOLD WORKSHOP
APATHY
Is the leading killer of organizations
Come to the SOLD Workshop
Wed.Dec 2at7pm
in the Ohio Suite. Union
Evaluate your organization ft leadership style
Call 372-2843 for reservations
Sweaters A Jewefry
ON SALE
DON'T DELAY
10-5. today
University Hall
BO PRO
(Bowling Green Public Relations Organ.)
Come hear Mary Kay Sanford speak on Bie
impact of "total quality management" on public
realations
Thursday. Nov 19th. 7:30pm
Room 105 South Hall
Nominations for 1993 officers will be accepted.
Press Professionally
Chrisbansl There's a "Prayse" gathering*
Thurs.. Nov. 19. 7.30pm Union Ballroom. It's
Free! Bring A Fnend i
Don't just read history. Live it
The Sociery for Creative Anachronism
Thursdays. Memonal Hall. 7 30 p.m.
(Dragons need not apply)

LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance will hold a
meeting this Thursday at 8:30p m. in Vie
United Christian Fellowship Center (corner of
Ridge and Thursbn). The meeting is free and
open to all homosexual, bisexual, and supportive heterosexual members of the community.
Discretion is used.
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA
LAGA
International Relations Organization
Meeting: 7:30pm, Thurs.. Nov. 10
All Majors Welcome'

TODAY TODAY TODAY TODAY
Work & Play in WashingtonlM
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Info Session
2:30 pm.
Tafl Room-Union, 3rd Floor
Earn credit | make powerful coniaclsl
Work And Play In The Nat ten's Capital
Earn College Credits
Professional Experience'
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Info Session:
Thursday. November 19th. 2:30 pm
Taft Room. Union. 3rd Floor
Call Sue Young. 372-2451 tor more into.

SERVICES OFFERED

SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK 93
JAMAICA. CANCUN & FLORIDA FROM $119
BOOK EARLY « SAVE SSI ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE! SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1 800 426 7710.
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI
SIGMA CHI PLEDGESYOU'RE THE BEST
LOVE. YOUR PLEDGE SWEETHEART
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI

Clean Up Your Environment
Slop smoking!

SIGMA KAPPA
SISTER OF THE WEEK:

Call me Student Wellneii Center
(The Well)
For quitter kits and peer support at
372 8302/2 8303

Pregnant? We can help.
Free pregnancy tests A supportive services.
Call 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center
Tned to quit smoking without much
success? Free nicotine starter patch
and individualized smoking cessation
plan Irom physicians for student smokers.
Call for tree appointment. 372-2271 today.
Sponsored by the Student Health Service.

Would you like to make up to $5O0 a week In
your own home? Send $1.00 and SASE to
R. Mollison, P.O. Box 201 Bowling Oreen,
OH 43402

Colleen Corm any
PLEDGE OF THE WEEK:
AmyDeeb
SIGMA KAPPA " SIGMA KAPPA
Wedding bells are ringing lor Casie Mason and
Steve Lord Congratulations on your recent
engagement'i
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Brotherhood is the very Price and Condition of
aman'sSurvivalll
The Brotherhood Returns
Gatsby" 11/21/92
Sigma Phi Epsilon

GREAT AMERICAN SMOKEOUT
Get a survival kit or
Adopt a smoker for a day.
In the Union Foyer
Nov 18 and 19. 10 2
Holiday Hot tub rental Treat your friends to a
relaxing weekend in a luxurious spa Special
holiday rales, call 352 5475.
IATTENTION GUYS!
Beautiful Senior Female in need of Belated
Birthday wishes! Call 352-0300 and ask for
Beth
"Spnng Break!" Bahamas Cruise (+10
Meals) $279! Panama City With Kitchen $1191
Cancun $429* Jamaica $479' Daytona (Kitchens) $1491 Key West $2491 Prices Increase
12/11/921
1-800-678 6386
ALPHA CHI - CHI OMEGA
LETTHETWISTOFFS
BLOW YOU AWAY!!
ALPHA CHI-CHI OMEGA

Phi Kappa Psi is looking for a housegirt If intorestod call Dean at 372 <538

D.J IromTROYSisHERE
FOR YOUR ETHNIC HAIR NEEDS
CAMPUS HO SALON ■ 354-2244
DESPERATELY SEEKING A FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING '93 TO SHARE
FRAZEE APT. - $150 . ELECTRIC/MO. I'LL
PAY $50 SUBLEASER FEE! PLEASE CALL
352-9496 ASAPHI
Have you ever kissed an ashtray?
Quit smoking for the one you love.
The Great American Smokeout is here!
Pick up a survival kit Nov. 18 & 19
in the Union Foyer, 10-2.

Spring semester leases available.
One bedroom and efficiency apartments.
Call Mecca Management at 353-5800

Sponsored by The WELL.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: Men's and
Women's 3 Player Basketball Nov 19. ALL
ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 P M ON DUE DATE
IN 106 REC CENTER
Kappa Delta
Sisters ol the Week
Sara L-gh thill
Nikki Stem
Jen Wallace

Open now!!! Allra Aulo Rental.
We rent lo qualified I6to20yrolds.
Featuring weekend and vacation specials
Phone 353-3340 or 885-8208.

The Best Special in Town
Sun . Mon . Tues . Wed
All night at BRATHAUS
Pitchers & beer bottles ol the week
Kamikazi, Oualude. Melon Ball $.50
19andoverNOCOVER 352-8707
Myles* PiZ2a by the Slice.
This week's bottle "BUD LIGHT'
THE BLOO0MOBILE IS HERE!
THE BLOODMOBILE IS HERE!
ALL WEEK AT THE NORTHEAST COMMONS
10:30AM-4:30PM
GIVE THE GIFT OF UFEI
CALL 352-4575 FOR A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
The Sisters of Kappa Delta
congratulate Nicole Ortlepp on her
engagement to Dave Stuart.

Awesome Panama City Spring Breaki
8 days, beachfront room w/kitchen. $119'
Walk to best barsi Deposit due 12-11-92'
1-800-678-6386

Could the person who stole my Sony Discman
from Chify's on Sunday night please return it to
Rodgers, room 149? NO QUESTIONS
ASKEDI.

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Lowest avail, prices to Florida.
Jamica,Cancun CallJimat353-1159.

SUPPORT GROUP
If you've released your baby for adoption, or
are considering doing so and need some sup
port, join us on Mon nights at 7pm. Call
3544673 lor info

PERSONALS

Chris.
I know you're stressing about your class load
this semester, and I figured you'll make a
bunch of New Year's resolutions for self
improvement The Rec Comer's IE Club 8"
program can help1 Weekly meltings with
trained graduate students on such issues as
stress and time managemnet, fitness, nutntion.
goal setting and other weliness topics can help
you have a great semester! Call or stop by the
Rec Center office (2-2711) for more information or to sign up. The program begins January
25,8 weeks before Spnng Break.
Your friend.
Lee

WAR AND PEACE WEEK
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
War and Peace video rental free. Expires
11/20/92
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
140 E. Wooster 3545283

KNOW WHERE YOUR FEES GO:
BE AN OFF-CAMPUS REP FOR ACGFA
APPLICATIONS AT 10SD MOSELEY
ft 405 STUDENT SERVICES
OEADUNE 5 P.M., DECEMBER 1!

Housemate wanted-Available 12/15
Non-smoker, own room, $150 + utilities
Lance 6 55- 3084
Nonsmoking female subieaser to share apt. tor
Spnng '93 $150 per mo. ♦ share of utilities,
close to campus, pool. AC, • clubhouse. Call

353-4619.
One female subieaser lor Spnng semester.
Very cheap and dose to campusl
Please call 352-4536. leave message.
Roommate wanted to share small house.
Own room
Call 352-7271.
Spnng subieaser needed 'or Winthrop Terrace.
male or female Will have own room and bathroom. Rent is neg., call Kim 352-1672.
SUBLEASER(S) NEEDED
For Spring '93. Very close to campus
Utl.incl. in rent. Call 352-6815.

SPOTS WANTS YOU
Spots needs extra drivers to accomodate our
huge demand. Hourly, plus commission. Can
make some good doughl Must have your own
cruiser Come in and apply today between
11 am & 5pm. Mister Spot's. 125 East Court St.
Downtown Ask lor Mark
SPRINGBREAKERS
Promote our Florida Spring Break packages
Earn MONEY and FREE trips. Call Campus
Marketing 800-423-5264
TAKING OFF A SEMESTER, GOIN TO
NIGHT SCHOOL
Need part time work. If so. come on in to Mister
Spot's. We're taking applications from people
for the upcoming semester as well as summer.
We offer flexible schedules 'or students and
opportunity lo move up quickly. Come in and
apply today between llam ft 5pm. Ask for
Mark 125 E Court St Downtown.
Van driver - pi. position to provide transportation to and from social service agency. Musi be
between age of 21-25. have valid dnver's license and excellent driving record. Send resume to PO. Box 738. Bow mg Green tOfc

FOR SALE

Tennis manager for Men's Tennis.
Second semester.
372-2401.

82' Olds Firenza
New brakes, good condition, auto, pi.
Asking $750.353-6172 after 5 pm/

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE
Individuals & Student Organizations wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK, call the nation's
leader, Inter-Campus Programs.
1-800-327-6013.

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose from thousands starting $25
FREE lnformaoon-24 Hour Hotline
801-379-2929 Copyright * OH17KJC

Megan McManamon*
Congralulations on your engagement to Mike
Sammona. You two are both wonderful and I
wish you all the luck in the world. Don't forget to
invite me to the wedding'
Loveya- Trina

JOBS/J08S/JOBS
Mister Spot's is currently looking to hire somebody to train for Management. We offer flexible
schedules lor students and opportunity to
move up quickly. Come <n and apply today between llam ft 5pm. Ask for Mark 125 East
Court St. Downtown.

Need to Sellt
1 large dorm re'rig., 1 dorm size microwave. 1
eureka vacuum ft 2 • 15" American Acoustic
Loudspeakers. All m good condition. Great
dea's1 Call 353-502?'or more information'

November leatures English beers* On TAP:
Woodpecker Alcoholic Cider A Whitebread
Ale BOOTLES: Bass. Sam Smiths Pale Ale
and Oatmeal Stout. Campus Poilyeyes 440 E.
Court.

Earn $i .000 per week at home stuffing envelopes! For Information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises, Box 67068C. Cuyahoga Falls. OH
44222.

MAC VEGAS BOWL TRIPDec 14-19, 6
days/5 nights plus air travel - for 1 person.
$370.00. Call lor details. 1-474-4267

Mother's Helper Needed Busy Mom needs
someone to taxi kids to appts and activities
and provide occasional babysitting. Will provide meals/typing in exchange for reliable person. Leave name and number at 352-525S.

WANTED

1 male roommate tor Spring '93. Close to
campus! Call 352-2458.

Nintendo with six games
$100 or best offer
Steve 353-7019
Sleeper sofa, $50. Two lamps, $15.
Two stuffed rockers. $25.
Cash N' Carry. Call 8740468, eves.
SUZUKI GS 450
Only 3000 original miles, runs like new, mint
condition, must see to appreciate $800. Can
Dave al 353 6108.

N ghi clerk needed at Buckeye Budget.
Midmght-8 am. Thurs - Sun.
Every other Sun (Sat nighi) off.
Phone Tim. 352-1520 or stop in.

Suzuki Samurai
Runs great, good tires, good cond.
Call Michael: 372 3555.

Now Hiring Spring Break Reps!!!
Greeks, Organizations, Individuals
Earn Cash, Free Trips ft Experience

FOR RENT

Call Joe
2 bdrm. furnished apt available in Dec.
Free HBO. A/C ft Heat
353-1507

Endless Summer
1-800-234-7007

■■■■■■■■■■IPO

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

3 bdrm. house. Good location, detached garage. $600'month plus utilities Available Dec.
1. Call 354-6218 or 669-3564.

Spencer Tracy

902E. Wooster (aboveTOs TOO) 3 bdrm unfurnished apartment. Siove and refrigerator
provided. Immediate possession, terms negotiable. Phone John Newlove Real Estate at
354-2260 or 1 -891 0380 after 6 00pm

&
Elizabeth Taylor
in

Female roommate to share house. Available
immediately. Own room, washer and dryer.
Rent is $22S/month plus utilities Call
3525475.

The original

5 AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAMA CITY BEACH

"Father of the Bride"

S AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAT

Help! 2 subieasers needed to rent for Spnng 93
semester. 1 bedroom, furnished, 1 block from
campus Desperate* 353-7803.

7:00 pm
& it sequel
"Father's Little Dividend'

2 5 AND 7 SIGHTS

MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORTARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

Houses ft apts. Close to campus.
For Summer "93 and 93-94 school year.
Phone 1-267-3341.

at 9:00 pm

S AND 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE

Listings Available now.
Carry Rentals. 316 E. Merry »3 353 0325.
'93-94 school year.

FREE! in Gish Film Theatre

SAND 7 NIGHTS

This weekend

Need male subieaser. A big 2 bdrm. Nonsmoker preferred for Spnng '93 one mo. free.
Call 352-8671.

Lethal Weapon 3

1-800-321 -5911
I
I
I
I
I

2 bedroom furnished apt.
available now or next semester.
352 2663.

"s Campus Films
presents a double feature

5 3f10 7 NIGHTS

DAYTONA BEACH

TOLL FREE INFORMATION 8 RESERVATIONS

BGSU University Bookstore
20% Off Children's Books And
Children's Clothing

Help! 1 F subieaser for Spring Semester '931
Close to campus' Call 353-4726.

Photographers needed to take pictures at
Greek Events. Experience not necessary but
preferred. Must have own transportation. Call
THE PICTURE MAN at 353-1060.

Fuji 10 speed bike lor sale. $75. Call 352-5475

Looking for grants, scholarships, student
loans. We guarantee financial aid. Call
Crams-R Us at '800 -727-2258 Ext 474<l

12th Annual
Party!

Saturday 11/21/92
10am-2pm

Graduating and looking for female to sublease
apartment across from Ad. Bklg. Call after
5 00 Knsten 352 5652

S200-S500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy' No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE Information^ Hour Hotline. 801 -379-2900. Copynght»OHi7lKDH.

PRICES FOR STAY—NOT PER NIGHT)

Games!
Prizes!
Puppet Show!
Coloring!
Reading Station!

Female subieaser needed 1/1/93 -5/31/93.
Own room. $22S/mo All utilities paid except
electnc. Interview required must have resume,
3 references. Contact Mary, 352 3099.

HELP WANTED

BREAKS
&
-&
#
)ft
£-

E. Merry apt. Campus-side. Need subieaser for
Spnng. $133/mo. ($200 off) 353-2334

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Students needed' Earn $600.
per week in canneries or
$4000* per month on fishing boats.
No experience necessary!
Gel a head start on summer'
For program call:
(206) 545-4155 Ext. A5544

7 tormals tor sale. sz. 11-14. $20-40 a piece.
Call 372-3846 lor more mlo (leavo a rressjqe)_

Kappa Delta
Hang in there pledges
Initiation is drawing near
We love our pledges1

PI KAPPA ATTITUDE

Clifford The Big Red Dog
Invites You To
A Party!

Desperately need one roommate for Dec.-Jan.
till May. Furnished on E. Wooster across from
Founders only $12S/month . utilities Cat!
353-3504

"^S"^

7:30, 9:45 S midnight
$1.50 admission
210
.C IV MSC
IVIOI-.
ULUJ.

Sublease 1/1-5/31/93 1-2 person furnished 1
bdrm. 2 Ms No pets, pay only electric, lots ol
closets, 2nd floor corner. Lot parking, laundry
next door. 215 E. Poe. Call Denise at 352-1618
•wninos.

rjonriS

Free Can of Po^
with purchase or
Large Sub or
Pasta Platter

*

,b«

352-4663
■ ALL DAY DELIVERY

Sublea'sers needed BG apt. 2 bd , 1 ba , kitchen, parking, laundry, all utilities paid except
electnc. No pels. $500/mo. Avail. Spring Semester. Close to campus. If interested, call
354-0310.

Free Can of Pop |
with purchase of
Large
Sub or
p
asta Platter

Sublease 1 bedroom apt available in December. Furnished. A/C. cheap utilities Call
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354 3996.

Thurstin Manor Apartment. Looking lor male
roommate and/or 1 to 2 subleasers. If interested contact Terry at 354-1607.

■ Toledo

Medical
Services, Inc.1
Reproductive Health Care
for Women

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24 HR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential

NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY

5164 Monroe St.,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036
885-5700

